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Abstract 
The sustainability of energy resources has been one of the most debated issues in the world from 

past to present. Concerns such as the rapid depletion of energy resources, the unconscious use of non-

renewable resources such as oil, coal, and nuclear energy, the pollution caused by these resources to 

the environment have led people to consider progressively switching to renewable energy resources. 

To meet the world’s ever-increasing energy needs, scientists have done many studies to increase 

the use of renewable energy sources in every field. They have developed projects such as solar cells 

to benefit from the sun, windmills to benefit from the wind, etc. 

Geothermal energy, which is one of the most important renewable energy sources, is a resource 

that can be used in numerous fields such as electricity generation, tourism, agriculture, and industry 

today. Even though there are many benefits of geothermal energy resources, the main ones are that 

they are renewable, as stated before, they are easy to detect and produce, their cost is low, the 

investment returns in a short time, and they are also environmentally friendly compared to other 

sources. 

Even though geothermal energy is a type of energy whose value is understood globally, its use 

varies according to country. Although Turkey is on an essential geothermal belt and has more than 

1300 resources, it could not benefit from geothermal energy in the best way possible until recent years. 

Since the domestic production amount of fossil fuels such as oil and natural gas cannot meet the 

consumption amount in Turkey, these resources are imported from abroad. However, with the use of 

geothermal energy, in areas such as heating and energy production, the use of fossil energy will 

decrease, contributing to the reduction of foreign dependency in terms of energy. Thanks to the 

production and consumption of geothermal energy, Turkey's current account deficit will decrease, and 

it will be possible for this situation to affect economic growth positively. 

In this thesis, which is aimed to examine geothermal energy as a sustainable resource in Turkey, 

firstly, the concept of energy and its planning in Turkey are mentioned. Then energy types, non-

renewable and renewable energy resources are analyzed. Additionally, this chapter includes the 

critical concept of Sustainable Development and its goals and how they can be integrated into the 

energy sector. In the next chapter, geothermal is introduced, and its importance in terms of 

environment and sustainable energy policies are examined, making it a sustainable energy source. In 

addition, the uses of geothermal energy are explained thoroughly. In the third chapter, the potential of 
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geothermal energy worldwide and Turkey is examined, giving a central idea of the serviceability of 

this sustainable energy source. Finally, a comparison is made concerning the geothermal resource use 

of Turkey and Italy, which is one of the essential geothermal resource users in the world, where the 

first geothermal use applications were realized. This chapter aims to give both parties an idea about 

how the source can be used more efficiently by taking each country's recent statistics and practices 

into consideration to meliorate and promote the best uses. 

Ultimately, discussions and suggestions are made concerning Turkey’s use of its vast geothermal 

potential and how a sustainable passage to a more beneficial energy source can be achieved, bearing 

in mind the beforementioned comparison and cases of Italy to give an opinion about the improved use 

of geothermal throughout the country. 

This thesis was partly completed in Ankara, Turkey, thanks to the supervision of academicians 

from Middle East Technical University during the mobility period. Additionally, professionals from 

many offices and companies were contacted while obtaining a significant amount of information used 

in this thesis. Furthermore, the referred information acquired during this study was obtained using 

various domestic (Turkish) and foreign studies and publications. Moreover, international search 

engines were used to get some documents. 

While creating the method of this study, the works with the studies and data related to the research 

subject were examined. As a result of these studies, a deductive approach was followed by evaluating 

and interpreting the general theoretical concepts and various data that could be useful for the study. 
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1. Conceptual Frameworks 
In this part of the study, firstly, the definition of energy and energy sources will be discussed. In 

this context, renewable and non-renewable energy sources will be defined. The conceptual framework 

aims to shed light on the following parts of the study. 

1.1. General Definition of Energy 
In its broadest definition, "energy" is used to describe the work capacity of the system referred to. 

With the transition from craftsmanship to industrial production, the concept of energy has become the 

most critical production input. 

The mechanization brought about by the industrial revolution caused radical changes in production 

methods in the 20th and 21st centuries, and simple production based on workforce left its place to 

extensive industrial facilities where high-volume mass productions were carried out. While the 

machines used in the production facilities were previously powered by steam power obtained by 

burning coal, almost all devices work with electrical energy today. This situation caused electricity to 

become the most essential and unchangeable raw material of production. Today, ensuring the security 

of the supply of raw materials and inputs needed in production and minimizing the costs incurred to 

provide them are of great importance in ensuring sustainable growth. 

Energy has become one of the critical factors in increasing the welfare of countries, developing 

competitive production capacities, and developing countries. In the field of energy strategies based on 

fossil fuel supply that emerged at the beginning of the 20th century, with the 21st century, emphasis 

has been placed on reducing the use of non-renewable energy resources and diversifying renewable 

energy sources to ensure sustainable energy supply. 

1.2. Energy Sources and Their Use in Turkey 
The energy is classified according to the sources from which it is obtained. According to the most 

basic classification, energy sources are divided into primary and secondary energy sources. Primary 

energy sources refer to the energy resources that can be directly used as they are extracted out. 

Secondary energy sources are used to indicate the resources that must go through some processes to 

be ready for use.  

The first group includes materials with depletable reserves such as coal, lignite, petroleum, and 

nuclear isotopes, which are not renewable, and renewable resources such as sun, wind, water, and 
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geothermal. Although the use of primary energy resources is widespread today in terms of energy 

classification, the emphasis is on the use of non-renewable resources among these resources. 

On the other hand, secondary energy sources consist of resources such as electricity, liquified 

petroleum gas, and gasoline, which are made ready for use through various processes. The striking 

point in this classification is the direct use of fossil fuels such as coal to obtain energy types such as 

heat and light and to obtain electricity from secondary energy sources by subjecting the same resources 

to transformative processes. The use of primary and secondary energy resources has increased with 

the widespread use of production activities and the concentration of industrial branches. This situation 

brought about the search for various resources. Electrical energy is a secondary energy source that is 

most commonly used in households and production today. Non-renewable (conventional) and 

renewable energy distinction has emerged regarding resources used to obtain electrical energy. 

In Table 1, the distinction between conventional and renewable energy is given, and the types of 

sources are listed. While this ranking is made, arrangements have been made taking into account the 

proportional use of resources in the world and the use of the resource in raw state or after processing. 

Due to the developing technologies, there may be changes in this ranking from time to time. 

Non-Renewable 

(Conventional) Energy 

Sources 

Renewable Energy 

Sources 

Fossil Fuels 

• Coal 

• Lignite 

• Oil 

• Natural Gas 

Radioactive Nuclear 

Fuels 

 

Hydroelectric 

Wind Energy 

Solar Energy 

Geothermal Energy 

Biomass 

Wave 

 

Table 1: Energy Sources According to Their Types 

1.2.1. Renewable Energy Sources 

Renewable energy can be defined as the type of energy that can be provided continuously, and a 

tiny part of the source used in various transformation processes is consumed in proportion to the 

primary source. These energy sources can be listed as solar and wind energy, hydropower and 
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geothermal energy sources, and other resources (biomass, wave, etc.). Fossil fuels are classified as 

non-renewable energy sources because of the increase in consumption values as a result of excessive 

use and the fact that the rate of resource formation is negligible as well as the depletion rate. 

1.2.1.1. Solar Energy 

The emission of particles resulting from the fusion reactions (conversion of hydrogen gas to 

helium) occurring in the sun, which is 150 million kilometers away from the earth, reaching the earth 

after passing through the atmosphere is called solar energy.  

Photosynthesis reactions occur as a result of solar energy reaching the earth, which is the source 

of biological life on the planet. In this context, the sun is seen as an energy source that existed by itself 

long before human beings started working on obtaining energy from the sun. Studies on getting 

electricity from the sun began at the end of the 1970s, and the use of solar energy for electricity 

generation has been increasing in recent years with the advances in technology and the decrease in 

costs (Mills, 2004). 

Obtaining solar energy was at first possible with the use of solar thermal technologies. With this 

method, solar rays are focused on various equipment, heating the fluid in the closed-loop system, and 

generating heat or electrical energy with the help of this fluid. It is a method where technology 

requirements are low. Another method is the conversion of solar rays into electrical energy with the 

help of photovoltaic solar technologies. Since the 2000s, the use of this method has become 

widespread, and with the increase of international awareness on reducing greenhouse gas emissions, 

many countries have invested seriously in research-development and production activities in this field, 

especially the developing countries with increasing energy requirements to approach this issue as an 

indispensable element of sustainable development. started.  

In Turkey, solar power plant investment has increased in the last 5 years. Turkey's solar energy 

potential is illustrated in Map 1, according to the sunshine duration and according to the angle of 

incidence of the sun's rays. According to this map, it can be concluded that investments in electricity 

generation from solar energy would be more efficient in the southern parts of Turkey.  
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Map 1: Atlas of Solar Energy Potential in Turkey1 

1.2.1.2. Wind Energy 

The wind is formed by the rise or fall of the air that occurs as a result of temperature and pressure 

changes in the atmosphere. Electrical energy is obtained by machines that convert the mechanical 

stress created by these air currents on certain surfaces into kinetic energy. 

Wind energy is the energy sub-sector with the fastest development in the world. Due to the 

advantages such as not needing any raw material resources, not having a polluting effect, not needing 

cooling liquid, wind energy power plants can be installed in all places where there is sufficient wind 

flow. In addition, thanks to the rapid development in wind turbine technology, it has become possible 

to generate more electrical energy with lower wind power (IEA, 2018) 

The wind potential of Turkey is shown in Map 2 according to the measurements made at an altitude 

of 50 meters on the ground surface of the region where it is located. From the map, it can be said that 

detailed in the western part of Turkey, along with the Taurus Mountain range, especially in winter, 

seasonal and monthly wind potential seems to get bigger.  

 
1 (Ministry of Energy and Natural Resources of Turkey, Atlas of Solar Energy Potential in Turkey, 2010) 
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Map 2: Atlas of Wind Energy Potential of Turkey2 

1.2.1.3. Hydroelectric Energy 

The energy obtained by converting mechanical energy into kinetic energy by the embankments 

(dams, regulators, etc.) established in front of rivers or by directing the flow bed of the stream is called 

hydropower energy. Hydropower energy is one of the oldest methods used in power generation in 

Turkey, and it can be said that it has reached the natural boundaries of the country's power capacity.  

Electricity generation through hydropower plants has advantages such as (Ministry of Energy and 

Natural Resources, 2018): 

• Long operating life 

• No fuel use and no greenhouse gas emissions 

• High domestic manufacturing rate 

• Low maintenance costs 

• Positive externalities such as flood protection, agricultural irrigation, etc.  

However, in recent years, it has been observed that there have been various problems due to the 

insufficient involvement of the local people in the investments made in this field.  

 
2 (Ministry of Energy and Natural Resources of Turkey, Atlas of Wind Energy Potential in Turkey, 2020) 
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Figure 1 shows the functional structure and installation of the hydroelectric power plant. The basic 

principle of this type of production is that the potential energy resulting from the elevation difference 

is transformed into electrical energy using turbines that have a structure with blades. 

 

Figure 1: Hydroelectric Power Plant Installation Diagram3 

The hydropower potential of Turkey is constituting 1% of the world’s theoretical potential. This 

capacity is equivalent to 16% of the total potential of the European continent (Ministry of Energy and 

Natural Resources, 2018). As of the first half of 2018, this potential equals approximately one-third 

of the total installed power of 27.912 MW and 636 HEPPs (32%) in operation.  

1.2.1.4. Geothermal Energy 

Geothermal energy, which is the main subject of this study, is the source of energy that is used for 

electricity generation with the use of the heat that is produced through the approach of the magma 

layer at the core of the earth to the surface and its heating the surrounding underground water, 

sometimes as a result of the exploration works and sometimes by natural means by high pressure and 

temperature of the heated waters. 

The usage area of geothermal energy is not only limited to electricity generation. These different 

areas of use depend on the temperature of the geothermal fluid and will be discussed in the following 

parts of this thesis.  

Usage areas differ according to the temperature of the water obtained from geothermal resources. 

While electricity generation is only possible with the use of thermal water with a temperature of 170 

 
3 (Environment Canada, 2019) 
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°C, it is possible to benefit from geothermal resources in different production areas with the decrease 

in temperature. If the temperature of the remaining water after the use of water in geothermal power 

plants is sufficient, an additional economic contribution can be obtained for greenhouse heating or 

other industrial purposes. With this method, self-sufficient integrated agricultural production facilities 

can be established. 

The first facility that generated electricity from geothermal energy was established in Denizli by 

the General Directorate of Mineral Research and Exploration of Turkey (MTA) in 1975. Following 

the liberalization of electricity generation and distribution, field exploration and development studies 

increased rapidly since 2004, started by the private sector (Zaim & Cavsi, 2018). 

As of 2017, the installed power of the geothermal power plants in the world is at the level of 

14,100 MW. The top five countries with the highest capacity in terms of installed capacity are the 

United States of America, the Philippines, Indonesia, Turkey, and New Zealand. On the other hand, 

the use of geothermal resources other than electrical energy production is around 70,300 MWt and the 

top five countries are the USA, China, Sweden, Belarus, and Norway (Richter, 2018). 

The most significant factor in the rapid increase in geothermal operations and activities in Turkey 

is the investments for the development of existing fields together with new field exploration activities 

since 2004. The initiation of high-cost drilling activities by the public sector and the determination of 

areas for water resources at suitable temperatures for electricity generation have been guiding private 

sector investors to direct this area (Kavcioglu, 2015). 

1.2.1.5. Other Energy Sources (Biomass, Wave) 

Among the sources that can be classified as renewable in electricity generation, there are waves, 

biomass, tides, and hydrogen as an energy transport-storage element. The use of these resources varies 

depending on many factors such as geographical region, fuel, and sea effect. Wave and tidal energy 

are only possible in oceanfront regions and regions with wide river mouths. 

Wave energy is the generation of electricity by making use of the bidirectional movements of 

waves, especially in countries with coasts to the ocean. However, the fact that no other commercial or 

touristic activities can be carried out on the site to be installed is the biggest obstacle in the construction 

of such power plants. Generating electricity by using tides has similar principles to wave power plants. 

Energy production in this way is not attractive for both states and private investors as it causes 

restrictions on maritime trade routes. 
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Although biomass means the total mass of the living organism in a certain period, it is possible to 

evaluate it as an energy source due to the hydrocarbons it contains. Biomass energy, on the other hand, 

can be obtained in many different forms and can be formed in more than one form. In its simplest 

form, burning wood is the use of biomass energy. Today, biomass energy is used in many areas such 

as vehicle fuel, electricity generation, residential heating, and fertilizer production. 

Along with these, the use of this energy in electricity generation has become increasingly 

widespread in recent years. Biomass power plants enable the disposal of domestic wastes resulting 

from increasing urbanization, the use of wastes generated by livestock activities, and the use of wastes 

generated by various industrial production activities in electricity generation. In this way, both 

electricity can be produced, and economic input is obtained by ensuring the recycling of wastes. In 

addition, when the power plants installed in Turkey are examined, generally the airless digestion 

method can be observed, by using fermentation by bacteria. With this method, electricity is produced 

with methane gas obtained from wastes such that as a result of fermentation, very valuable liquid 

fertilizer is obtained. In addition to all these, the adverse effects of animal manure on human health 

and its polluting impact on groundwater are prevented in regions where livestock breeding is intensive. 

On the other hand, as the production process involves a more complex structure compared to other 

renewable energy sources, its contribution to employment is higher.  

The use of hydrogen in electrical energy production has started very recently, and it is predicted 

that its prevalence will increase in the next 10 years due to its easy use in vehicles. The development 

of this technology and studies conducted to reduce greenhouse gas emissions show that hydrogen 

energy is one of the resources that states will use most shortly (Koohi-Fayegh & Rosen, 2016). 

1.2.2. Non-renewable Energy Resources 

These resources are resources that are readily available in nature in terms of their qualities, and as 

a result of their use, heat or electrical energy is obtained. Like fossil fuels, it can be examined under a 

single heading, or it is possible to classify them according to their intended use. The most crucial 

feature of non-renewable energy sources is that they turn into another form after use and cannot be 

used again for the same purpose. In addition, the reserves of the resources included in this 

classification are limited. 

1.2.2.1. Petroleum 

Hydrocarbons formed as a result of the metamorphosis of organic materials in the earth and 

accumulated between porous rocks are called petroleum. As a result of the discovery of steam-
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powered machines and the widespread use of internal combustion engines in vehicles, it is the most 

demanded fossil fuel in the world. 

The current oil reserves are updated every year according to the field development activities. In 

terms of known reserves, the Middle East geography, where Turkey is located, is the region with the 

most oil in the world with 800 billion barrels and 47%. This region is followed by South America 

with 330 billion barrels and 19% reserves, and North America with 276 billion barrels and 16% 

reserves (Ministry of Energy and Natural Resources of Turkey, Petroleum, 2019). 

In Map 4, where the global petroleum reserves are included, it is seen that the Middle East and 

South America regions are rich in oil. Considering that industrial activities are widespread in Europe, 

North America, and the Far East, the effects of issues such as the transportation of existing resources 

and the continuity of supply can be seen in today's economic and political order. 

 

Map 3: Map of Countries with Proven Oil Reserves (in millions of barrels)4 

1.2.2.2. Coal 

Coal is a type of organic rock that consists of components such as oxygen, carbon, and hydrogen 

and can be burned as a result of pressure and microbiological effects by staying in the rock layers for 

many years. It is one of the most widely used fossil fuels. It is a widely used energy source due to its 

 
4 (United States Energy Information Agency, 2017) 
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low cost of acquisition, unlike other fossil fuels, the reserves are located in the entire globe, not in 

certain geographical regions, and are easy to transport. 

By the end of 2016, total primary energy consumption in Turkey is 136.2 million Tons of Oil 

Equivalent (Mtoe), and the share of coal in this amount is 28%. In the first six months of 2018, the 

installed coal-fired power plant power of the country is 19.364 MW, and this power corresponds to 

21.4% of the total installed power. In addition to these, the installed power based on domestic coal is 

10,570 MW (12.1%), and the installed power based on imported coal is 8,794 MW (10.1%). In the 

first half of 2018, a total of 53.9 TWh of electricity was generated from coal-fired power plants, which 

corresponds to one-third of the total electricity generation in the country. 

Within the scope of the goal of reducing foreign dependency in energy production and giving 

importance to the use of domestic resources in energy production, the efforts to find new coalfields 

and to develop known ones in order to meet the increasing energy demand with industrialization and 

population growth have gained more importance since 2005. It was not possible to make a comparison 

since not all of the above-mentioned data on energy production and domestic resource use were 

available. 

1.2.2.3. Natural Gas 

Although it is the last to be used among fossil fuels, it is the fastest spreading resource. Like oil, 

it is difficult to obtain and limited to various geographical regions. The reason for its widespread use 

is that it has high calories and in recent years, huge investments have been made for intercontinental 

transfers between countries. 

In addition, along with its significant share in Turkey’s electricity generation, natural gas is the 

most widely used fuel in heating. Strategically, natural gas has a negative effect of increasing foreign 

dependency, all being almost imported. Figure 2 shows the percentage distribution of Turkey's natural 

gas imports by country between the years 2008-2017. Half of the total amount of natural gas imported 

since 2008 has been supplied from Russia, followed by Iran and Azerbaijan. Natural gas is provided 

from these countries through pipelines. The amount of gas supplied as LNG from countries such as 

Algeria and Nigeria is limited. 
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Figure 2: Natural Gas Imports of Turkey by Source Countries (%)5 

1.2.2.4. Nuclear 

Among the non-renewable energy sources, nuclear is the last used commercially. Nuclear energy 

showed a development that gained momentum with the discovery of uranium and subsequent 

fragmentation of the atom at the end of the 19th century. Its discovery and use in power plants began 

for military purposes, and with the advancement in nuclear technology, civilian areas of usage have 

emerged. 

After the oil crisis in the early 1970s, countries that did not have such resources turned to nuclear 

energy in order to reduce their dependence on the countries that they obtained the energy from and to 

ensure the security of their energy supplies. However, as a result of accidents in nuclear power plants, 

the acceleration of development in this area has slowed down. Nevertheless, in parallel with the 

increasing environmental sensitivity in recent years, a trend towards this area has been observed again 

in the supply of electrical energy. 

As of the second half of 2019, 450 nuclear reactors are operating in 31 countries, and 56 nuclear 

power plants in 19 countries are under construction. The amount of electricity produced in these 

Nuclear Power Plants (NPPs) corresponds to 10% of the electricity produced in the whole world. 

When the electricity demands of the countries are examined in more detail, 72% of this demand in 

France, 53% in Ukraine, 40% in Sweden, 39% in Belgium, 28% in the European Union (EU), 24% in 

 
5 (Energy Market Regulatory Authority, 2017) 
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South Korea, and 19% in the United States are met by nuclear energy (Ministry of Energy and Natural 

Resources of Turkey, World and Turkey's Energy and Natural Resources View, 2017). 

Nuclear power plants, which are under construction, are concentrated in developing countries. In 

addition to 15 plants in China, 7 in India, 4 in both United Arab Emirates and South Korea, a new 

nuclear power plant project namely the Akkuyu NPP, located in Mersin province in southern Turkey 

is under construction. 

A second power plant project in Sinop province of Turkey was prepared to benefit from nuclear 

energy prepared, and a cooperation agreement with Japan was signed with the aim of diversification 

of technology, ensuring the supply security and construction of a nuclear power plant and operation 

to improve waste disposal capability. However, following the Fukushima nuclear accident in Japan, 

the course of realizations in this project slowed down due to the internal dynamics of the country in 

question. 

Although the construction of nuclear power plants is vital in terms of energy diversification and 

supply security policies, it will also contribute to the development of Turkey's capabilities and increase 

sectoral dynamism through the transfer of this technology and equipment to be provided from local 

suppliers during the construction stages (Peker, 2015). 

As it can be seen in Table 2, France, which provides 74% of its electrical energy production from 

58 power plants, is the leading country in nuclear energy. France is followed by Japan, Russia, and 

South Korea. China, which realizes only 2% of its total electricity generation through nuclear energy 

through its existing 14 power plants, is the country that has made the most investments in this field 

with 26 power plants under construction. Also, the existing power plants in Armenia and Bulgaria, 

which are the neighboring countries of Turkey, are of great importance for Turkey in terms of nuclear 

safety. Almost all of the developed countries have investments in this field in order to provide diversity 

in energy supply. 
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Countries Operated Reactors Reactors in Construction 

Number of 

Reactors 

Total Power 

(MWe Net) 

Share in Electricity 

Generation 

Reactor 

Amount 

Total Power 

(MWe Net) 

Armenia 1 376 39.40% 
  

Argentina 2 935 5.90% 1 745 

Belgium 7 5043 51.70% 
  

Bulgaria 2 1906 33.10% 
  

Brazil 2 1901 3.10% 1 1405 

Canada 17 12044 15.10% 3 2190 

Switzerland 5 3252 38% 
  

China 14 11271 1.80% 26 28710 

Czechia 6 3722 33.20% 
  

Germany 17 20339 28.40% 
  

Spain 8 7448 20.10% 
  

Finland 4 2741 28.40% 1 1700 

France 58 63130 74.10% 1 1720 

United 

Kingdom 

18 10745 15.70% 
  

Hungary 4 1880 42.10% 
  

India 20 4385 2.90% 6 4600 

Iran 1 915 
   

Japan 51 44642 29.20% 2 2756 

South Korea 21 18785 32.20% 5 5800 

Mexico 2 1600 3.60% 
  

Netherlands 1 485 3.40% 
  

Pakistan 3 725 2.60% 
  

Romania 2 13100 19.50% 
  

Russia 32 23084 17.10% 10 8960 

Table 2: Distribution of Nuclear Reactors by Country, Total Powers and  Shares in Electricity Generation6 

 
6 (World Nuclear Association, 2021) 
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1.3. Renewable Energy in the World and Turkey 
The energy demand is constantly increasing. The imbalance between energy supply and demand 

lies at the source of almost all political, economic, or social developments that have taken place in the 

last two centuries. 

Mechanization, which started in production after the establishment of nation-states, accelerated 

the increase in energy demand, especially in industrialized societies. The competition between the 

states, which was previously a struggle for raw material supply, made it important to sell the supplied 

raw material at competitive prices after processing, and then political decisions were taken to meet 

the energy demand at the lowest cost, and a plot of events resulted with the outbreak of world wars. 

The geography that Turkey is located, in a broad sense, has been the scene of many political events 

including all countries in terms of energy access policies since the beginning of the 1800s and has 

been seen as the land where the world political economy is determined.  

The increase in industrial activities in Turkey and the increase in energy demand have been 

parallel, and access to energy has been included in the policy documents of governments since the 

1960s. Population growth in cities is another factor that increases the energy demand. Ensuring the 

energy demand of households in a clean, low-cost, and reliable way is one of the primary policies of 

Turkey. To achieve this goal, steps are being taken to reduce the dependence on imports in energy. 

Providing energy demand with existing resources is only possible with the effective use of the 

resources available in Turkey (Erdogan, 2016). 

In this context, the use of domestic coal resources comes to the fore in terms of sufficient reserves 

in Turkey for electricity generation. Although there are many studies to increase natural gas and oil 

reserves, the fact that natural gas production is deficient compared to demand and the costs of 

extracting the discovered oil from the reserve area is very high, making it necessary to focus on 

renewable energy. 

For Turkey, which is rich in terms of hydropower resources, it can be concluded that with respect 

to the use of resources theoretical upper limit is reached. However, the development and cheapening 

of solar energy technologies, new geothermal resource discoveries, and investment amounts that are 

far below the anticipated potential for electricity generation from biomass are planned as areas where 

energy policies will focus. 
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1.3.1. Distribution of Installed Power by Resources 

Today, the energy demand is increasing day by day. In this direction, global energy investments 

made to meet the increasing energy demand are also increasing. According to the International Energy 

Agency, an additional investment of 66 trillion USD is expected worldwide between 2016-2040 

(International Energy Agency, 2016). 

Table 3 shows the proportional distribution of the resources used by some countries in installed 

electricity generation as of 2017. 

Country Coal Oil Natural 

Gas 

Nuclear Renewable 

Energy 

Other 

France 2.1% 0.3% 2.3% 77.6% 17.5% 0.2% 

Germany 45.4% 0.9% 9.9% 15.5% 28.0% 0.3% 

USA 39.5% 0.9% 26.8% 19.1% 13.6% 0.1% 

China 72.5% 0.2% 2.0% 2.3% 23.0% 0.0% 

India 75.1% 1.8% 4.9% 2.8% 15.5% 0.0% 

Russia 14.9% 1.0% 50.1% 17.0% 17.0% 0.0% 

Turkey 21.95% 0.45% 31.92% - 45.48% 0.2% 

World 40.6% 4.3% 21.6% 10.6% 22.9% 0.1% 

Table 3: World and Turkey's Energy and Natural Resources View7 

As a general summary can be seen in Table 3, coal is in the first place among the sources used for 

electricity generation. Renewable resources, on the other hand, are predicted to be the second most 

common resource used in electricity generation, and as the development level of countries increases, 

energy investments will turn to this area. When the data are analyzed, it can be inferred that each 

country primarily benefits from the resource it can reach with the easiest and lowest cost. All countries 

are using the resources they can provide locally as of the current period (Turkey Electricity 

Transmission Corporation, 2019). The remarkable points in the global energy market are that 

Germany obtains nearly half of its electricity production from coal, France is the leading country in 

nuclear energy use, and China has increased the use of renewable energy resources in a short time. 

In Figure 3 and Figure 4, the distribution according to sources of Turkey's power generation 

installed capacity is given. Accordingly, the ratio of renewable energy plants in total installed power 

is around 46%. When the values in the figure are examined the installed capacities for electricity 

generation in Turkey can be observed. According to this composition, natural gas (25.82%), lignite 

 
7 (MENR of Turkey, World and Turkey's Energy and Natural Resources View, 2017) 
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(10.71%), imported coal (10.32%) and hydroelectric (32%) power plants are the central power plants, 

while other resources can be considered as secondary powers. In addition, the country is in a position 

close to the balance between fossil fuels and renewable resources in terms of the distribution of 

installed capacity. 

 

Figure 3: Installed Power in Turkey and its Distribution among the Energy Sources8 

 

Figure 4: Distribution of Installed Power among Renewable Sources9 

 
8 (Turkish Electricity Transmission Corporation, 2019) 
9 (Turkey Electricity Transmission Corporation, 2019) 
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Installed power capacity in MW is shown in Table 4. While the percentage of renewable resources 

is around 45%, the rate of total renewable resources excluding hydroelectric resources is about 13%. 

It can be seen that geothermal has a very low share, although having a significant capacity in Turkey. 

At the end of 2017, the installed power value was reached at the level of 85,200 MW. This value 

represents an 8.5% increase compared to 2016, which was 78,497.4 MW. The increase in installed 

power capacity has generally been in the direction of renewable energy sources and domestic coal 

power plants. It is observed that the proportion of domestic resources in terms of resource use has 

increased. The total installed capacity in Turkey as of August 2018 has reached the level of 87,736.8 

MW (Turkey Electricity Transmission Corporation, 2019). In the first eight months of 2018, this 

growth in installed capacity was mainly derived from renewable energy resources that were put into 

use. 

SOURCE/INSTALLED POWER VALUE SHARE (%) 

Imported Coal 8793.9 MW 10.32 

Coal + Asphaltite 782.5 MW 0.92 

Lignite 9129.1 MW 10.71 

Liquid Fuels 380.2 MW 0.45 

Multi-fuels 5196.6 MW 6.10 

Waste Heat 164.5 MW 0.19 

Natural Gas 22002.2 MW 25.82 

Renewable Waste + Waste 477.4 MW 0.56 

Wind 6516.2 MW 7.65 

Solar 3420.7 MW 4.01 

Dam 19776.0 MW 23.21 

Stream, Lake, and River 7497.1 MW 8.80 

Geothermal 1063.7 MW 1.25 

TOTAL 85200 MW 100.00 

Table 4: Values of Installed Power10 

In Table 5 Turkey's installed capacity evolution since 2006 is shown, according to sources. In 

Table 6, the development in the ratio of installed power of renewable energy sources to the total 

installed power between the years 2000-2017 is shown. The total installed power has nearly doubled 

from 2006 until the end of 2017. While the effect of the increase in thermal power plants and 

 
10 (Turkey Electricity Transmission Corporation, 2019) 
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hydroelectric power plants was the greatest in the increase in installed capacity, a rapid growth was 

experienced in the percentage of geothermal and wind energy. In addition, while the use of solar 

energy was zero in 2006, there has been a rapid increase in the use of this resource since 2014. On the 

other hand, the ratio of renewable energy, of which the details are given in Table 6, to the total power 

decreased before 2000 and then it tended to increase. this was due to the construction of natural gas 

power plants in the early 2000s in order to meet the electricity demand rapidly and later abandonment 

of this policy. 
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Table 5: Development of Installed Power in Turkey between 2006-201711

 
11 (Turkey Electricity Transmission Corporation, 2019) 

Single Fuel Multi-Fuel 
 

Years Coal Lignite Liquid 

Fuels 

Natural 

Gas  

New + 

Waste Heat 

Total Solid 

+ 

Liquid 

Liquid 

+ 

Natural 

Gas 

Total Thermic Hydropower Geothermal  Wind Solar Total 

2006 1986 8210.8 2396.5 11462.2 41.3 24096.8 471 2852.4 3323.4 27420.2 13062.7 29.8 52.1 
 

40564.8 

2007 1986 8211.4 2000.2 11647.4 42.7 23887.7 471 2913 3384 27271.6 13394.9 29.8 139.4 
 

 40835.7  

2008 1986 8205 1818.6 10656.8 59.7 22726 471 4398 4869 27595 13828.7 29.8 363.7 
 

41817.2 

2009 2391 8199.3 1699.1 11825.6 86.5 24201.5 415.7 4721.9 5137.6 29339.1 14553.3 77.2 791.6 
 

 44761.2  

2010 3751 8199.3 1593.3 13302.1 107.2 26952.9 452.7 4872.9 5325.6 32278.5 15831.2 94.2 1320.2 
 

49524.1 

2011 4351 8199.3 1300.4 13143.9 125.7 27120.3 477.6 6333.2 6810.8 33931.1 17137.1 114.2 1728.7 
 

 52911.1  

2012 4382.5 8193.3 1285.5 14116.4 168.8 28146.5 598.5 6282.2 6880.7 35027.2 19609.4 162.2 2260.6 
 

57059.4 

2013 4382.5 8223.2 616.3 17170.6 235 30627.6 612.3 7408.1 8020.4 38648 22289 310.8 2759.7 
 

 64007.5  

2014 6532.6 8281.3 594.9 18724.4 299.1 34432.3 585.8 6783.6 7369.4 41801.8 23643.2 404.9 3629.7 40.2 69519.8 

2015 6825.2 8696.5 522.7 18527.6 370.1 34942 582.7 6378.3 6961 41903 25867.8 623.9 4503.2 248.8 73146.7 

2016 8228.9 9126.5 445.3 19563.6 496.4 37860.6 582.7 5968.3 6551 44411.6 26681.1 820.9 5751.3 832.5 78497.4 

2017 9576.4 9129.1 380.2 22002.2 641.9 41729.7 602.5 4594.1 5196.6 46926.3 27273.1 1063.7 6516.2 3420.7 85200 
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Years Hydropower Geothermal Wind Solar Biomass Renewable Installed 

Power 

Total Installed Power in 

Turkey 

Share of Renewables (%) 

2000 11175.2 17.5 18.9   10.0 11221.6 27264.1 41.2 

2001 11672.9 17.5 18.9   10.0 11719.3 28332.4 41.4 

2002 12240.9 17.5 18.9   13.8 12291.1 31845.8 38.6 

2003 12578.7 15.0 18.9   13.8 12626.4 35587.0 35.5 

2004 12645.4 15.0 18.9   13.8 12693.1 36824.0 34.5 

2005 12906.1 15.0 20.1   13.8 12955.0 38843.5 33.4 

2006 13062.7 23.0 59.0   19.8 13164.4 40564.8 32.5 

2007 13394.9 23.0 147.5   21.2 13586.6 40835.7 33.3 

2008 13828.7 29.8 363.7   38.2 14260.4 41817.2 34.1 

2009 14553.3 77.2 791.6   65.0 15487.1 44761.2 34.6 

2010 15831.2 94.2 1320.2   85.7 17331.3 49524.1 35.0 

2011 17137.1 114.2 1728.7   104.2 19084.2 52911.1 36.1 

2012 19609.4 162.2 2260.6   147.3 22179.5 57059.4 38.9 

2013 22289.0 310.8 2759.7   178.0 25537.5 64007.5 39.9 

2014 23643.2 404.9 3629.7 40.2 227.0 27945.0 69519.8 40.2 

2015 25867.8 623.9 4503.2 248.8 277.1 31520.8 73146.7 43.1 

2016 26681.1 820.9 5751.3 832.5 363.8 34449.6 78497.4 43.9 

2017 27273.1 1063.7 6516.2 3420.7 477.4 38751.1 85200.0 45.5 

Table 6: Renewable Sources of Power Development Board Annual Turkey's Share of Total Installed Power (2000-2017 in MW)12

 
12 (Turkey Electricity Transmission Corporation, 2019) 
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1.3.2. Distribution of Electricity Generation by Resources 

The concept of installed power indicates the theoretical limit that can be used to generate 

electricity. As a result of the privatization of electricity generation and distribution in Turkey, these 

transactions are carried out by private sector investors. 

The amount of electricity produced is not always directly proportional to the installed power 

capacity. The main reasons for this are that hydropower, wind, or solar energy, which are renewable 

resources, changes seasonally, the effect of climatic conditions, and natural gas prices being directly 

determinants for the working hours of natural gas cycle power plants.  

Although the ratio of natural gas cycle power plants to installed power was 25.82% in 2017, 

37.17% of the total electricity generation was provided from these facilities. In addition, while the 

ratio of HEPPs to the total installed power was 32%, only 19.6% of the electricity generated 

throughout the year could be obtained from these plants. On the other hand, while the ratio of solar 

energy facilities to installed power is 4% and their contribution to production is at the level of 1%, 

although the proportion of GPPs to installed power is 1.25%, their contribution to generation is over 

32%. Considering the theoretical capacities and actual productions, the importance of the reliable 

output becomes evident. 

Considering the data of 2017, it is observed that the capacity utilization rates of both imported and 

domestic coal power plants increased by the end of the period. The effect of reduction in coal prices 

abroad and public policies to increase the use of local mines in Turkey is seen clearly in this issue. 
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SOURCE PRODUCTION (GWh) SHARE (%) 

Imported Coal 51118.1 17.20 

Coal + Asphaltite 5663.8 1.91 

Lignite 40694.4 13.69 

Natural Gas 110490.0 37.17 

Liquid Fuels 1199.9 0.40 

Dams 41312.6 13.90 

Stream, Lake, and River 16905.9 5.69 

Wind 17903.8 6.02 

Renewable Waste + Waste 2124.0 0.71 

Waste Heat 848.3 0.29 

Geothermal 6127.5 2.06 

Solar 2889.3 0.97 

TOTAL 297277.5 100.00 

Table 7: Distribution of Turkey Electricity Generation by Source13 

 

Figure 5: Resource Breakdown of Electricity Production in Turkey in 201714 

Figure 5 shows the distribution of resources used in production, and it is understood that electricity 

production from natural gas is still the most used resource, although it has decreased. Considering the 

changes in natural gas prices and the increase in the exchange rate, it can be said that the share of 

natural gas power plants in total installed power capacity will continue to be high, but its share in 

production will decrease. 

 
13 (Turkish Electricity Transmission Corporation, 2019) 
14 (Turkish Electricity Transmission Corporation, 2019) 
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1.4. Notion of Sustainable Development, Its Goals and Advantages of Sustainable 

Energy Sources 

1.4.1. “Sustainable Development” and Conceptual Growth of the Term 

The word “sustainability” is etymologically derived from the Latin words “sus” (to survive) and 

“tenere” (to continue). In this context, sustainability means “continuous” and “permanent” production. 

The life cycle is directly or indirectly linked to the environment. For this reason, the relationship 

between human activities and nature has always been a subject that has been discussed and examined 

since the Neolithic period. 

The concept of sustainable development in the modern era was started to be used by the United 

Nations in the report prepared by the World Commission on Environment and Development (WCED) 

in 1987 under the chairmanship of Gro Harlem Brundtland. In the Brundtland Report, sustainable 

development is defined as “meeting the needs of the present without compromising the ability of 

future generations to meet their own needs”. 

One of the most critical points of the definition of sustainable development within the scope of the 

Brundtland Report has been the partnership of environment and development. In the report, the 

concept of sustainable development was determined in general terms. Upon the impact of this report, 

sustainable development began to be discussed and solutions sought in international platforms in the 

1990s. 

Based on the continuity of the ecosystem and meeting the needs of future generations, what needs 

to be done to ensure economic growth and development has been evaluated by different schools and 

tried to be developed. The concept of sustainable development is comprehensive and versatile in terms 

of its aims and areas of influence. In this context, the idea of sustainable development emerges as an 

interdisciplinary field of discussion. 

As a result of the rapidly increasing production and consumption activities with the Industrial 

Revolution, natural resources, primarily fossil fuels, which classical economists assumed unlimited, 

were increasingly damaged irreversibly. The resulting shortage of resources has made the need for 

political, social, and economic changes inevitable. From this point of view, solutions were sought in 

academic and political fields. 

In the study titled "Limits to Growth" published by the Club of Rome in 1972, the relationship 

between economic growth and the environment were analyzed. This study has been an essential step 
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in the field of sustainable development. The report presents the dilemma of limited natural resource 

constraints with expected growth to be unlimited. In the study, the effects of industrialization, 

population, food production, pollution, and non-renewable natural resources variables on economic 

growth were examined. It is assumed that all variables will continue to increase exponentially, while 

technology will increase linearly. A sustainable model was investigated by changing the growth trends 

among the five variables and three possibilities were revealed. In two of the three scenarios, it was 

concluded that there would be "overshoot and collapse" in the world towards the end of the 21st 

century, while in the other possible scenario, a "stable world" was reached (Turner, 2008) 

The UN Conference on the Human Environment is recognized as the first international 

environmental conference. The conference was held in Stockholm in 1972 under the leadership of the 

UN and environmental issues were discussed with the participation of 113 countries, including 

Turkey. In the Declaration on the Human Environment, it was argued that the harmonious functioning 

of economic activities and the environment and that all living things in the ecosystem should live in a 

better environment, and then the United Nations Environment Program (UNEP) was established in 

1972, but although this is an important step, principles, and plans that do not have the power to 

sanction the environment. It has not been constructive in reducing it. For this reason, UNEP, United 

Nations Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO), United Nations Educational, Scientific and 

Cultural Organization (United Nations Educational Organization), 6 Scientific and Cultural 

Organization-UNESCO) and the World Conservation Strategy (WCS) has been prepared in 

partnership with the Worldwide Fund for Nature (WWF). In 1980, the concept of “sustainable 

development” was used for the first time in the WCS. Poverty, population growth, social injustice, 

and environmental destruction have been identified as issues of sustainability. 

The report “Our Common Future” was published by WCED in 1987. The concept of sustainable 

development was defined for the first time as “development that responds to the needs of the present 

in a way that does not affect the ability of future generations to meet their own needs”. In the 

Brundtland report, it was revealed that the elimination of poverty, the equal distribution of natural 

resources, the use of environmentally friendly technologies, and the provision of population control 

are directly related to sustainable development. It has been argued that developing countries are 

important in protecting the environment, and restructuring studies are carried out to reduce poverty 

and hunger, distribute resources equally, implement environmentally friendly policies, and ensure 

economic growth. 
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Another development in the 1990s was the establishment of the Intergovernmental Panel on 

Climate Change (IPCC) in 1988 to assess the problems posed by climate change. The IPCC, led by 

UNEP and the World Meteorological Organization (WMO), presents its assessments on the status and 

course of global warming and climate change in the periods determined by the member countries. 

The HABITAT meeting, where the problems in residential areas were discussed for sustainable 

development, was held in Canada in 1976. It has been observed that the determinations made at the 

meeting and the approach that the problems will be solved by the state have lost their validity today 

(Tekeli, 2018). 

The United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) was the first 

international environmental agreement signed under the leadership of the United Nations to combat 

global warming. The contract, which was opened for signature in 1992, entered into force in 1994 

after reaching a sufficient number. The Convention aims to establish a framework for international 

cooperation in tackling climate change by limiting average global temperature rises and the resulting 

climate change and coping with hitherto unavoidable impacts. The Convention divided countries into 

three groups according to their commitments. Annex-I countries include OECD member 

industrialized countries and transition economy countries. Annex-II countries are made up of OECD 

member countries only and are required to provide financial resources to help developing countries 

carry out their emission reduction activities under the Convention and adapt to the adverse effects of 

climate change. Non-Annex-I countries are mainly developing countries. Certain groups of 

developing countries are considered particularly vulnerable to the damaging effects of climate change, 

including countries with low coastal areas and countries prone to desertification and drought. Others 

(such as countries that rely on revenues from fossil fuel production and trade) are more sensitive to 

the potential economic impacts of climate change response measures. The Convention highlights 

activities that are committed to responding to the specific needs and concerns of these vulnerable 

countries, such as investment, insurance, and technology transfer. In this context, the UNFCCC laid 

the groundwork for the Kyoto Protocol. 

Under the leadership of the UN, the Conference on Environment and Development was held in 

1992. With this conference held in Rio de Janeiro, the concept of sustainability started to be discussed 

on the international platform. One of the important achievements of the meeting, the agenda 21 Action 

Plan (Agenda 21), was adopted by 173 heads of state. This plan has been an action plan for establishing 

a balance between the environment and social and economic development and acting based on this 
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understanding. Agenda 21 Action Plan drew attention to hunger, poverty, inequality, and 

environmental destruction and aimed to protect the world against the threats of the 21st century. One 

of the highlights of the conference was the participation of not only the government but also various 

social groups, especially non-governmental organizations, in environmental policies. Although 

Agenda 21 is one of the turning points of sustainable development, it has been an action plan that is 

not legally binding. 

The International Conference on Population and Development (ICPD) was held in 1994. At the 

meeting held in Cairo by the United Nations Population Fund (UNFPA), the Action Plan was adopted 

with the participation of 179 countries. The ICPD was a conference where vital decisions on human 

rights as well as population and development issues were discussed. In the ICPD Action Plan, it was 

emphasized that women's education and empowerment should be prioritized so that they can 

contribute to economic growth and sustainable development, especially reproductive health. Until 

2015, population planning, and gender equality were determined as the objectives of the conference. 

The Social Development Summit held in 1995 was held with the participation of 128 heads of 

state. The summit focused on three main topics: poverty, unemployment, and social exclusion. It was 

an international meeting where the problems of increasing income inequality, social exclusion, and 

poverty with liberal policies were emphasized. 

The World Water Forum (WWC), which is held regularly every three years, was held for the first 

time in Marrakech in 1997. The Forum has been the most prominent international event in the field 

of water. In the meeting, it was aimed to raise awareness on water issues and to create political 

commitments for efficient use, protection, planning, and management of water. 

At the summit held on 6-8 September 2000 with the participation of 189 countries, including the 

UN, Turkey, the "United Nations Millennium Declaration" was signed at the beginning of a new 

millennium. The most critical points of the declaration are the establishment of just world order and 

the establishment of permanent peace. With the 21st century, it was expected that globalization would 

gain positive momentum for the world order and humanity. Emphasizing globalization, it has been 

stated that the main goal is to provide more equal and healthy conditions for all living beings. 

In the light of these, eight common goals as Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) were 

determined in the declaration. At the beginning of the goals expected to be achieved by 2015, reducing 

hunger and poverty to the lowest possible level and providing basic education opportunities are the 
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primary goals. It is aimed to reduce all other diseases, especially epidemics, and to improve mother-

child health, especially in the field of health. In addition, reducing infant mortality is among the 

objectives. Strengthening the place of women in society and ensuring equality between the sexes are 

also goals for the improvements needed in the social field. Achieving environmental sustainability 

and building global partnerships for development independent of regions and borders are among the 

millennium goals. In this context, the Millennium Development Goals drew a global framework for 

the first time. 

After the UN Conference on Environment and Development held in Rio de Janeiro, the importance 

of local governments, non-governmental organizations, and community organizations in achieving 

sustainable development goals at the local level has begun to be understood. It was seen that this 

approach had an impact on the World Sustainable Development Summit in Johannesburg in 2002 by 

the United Nations, in other words (Rio+10). As a result of the evaluations made during the 

development summit, the Millennium Goals were emphasized. To realize the Millennium Goals, the 

mentioned partnerships were noted. As a result of the forum, the Johannesburg Implementation Plan 

(JPOI) was prepared. Sustainable development has been accepted as an overarching goal at the 

regional and international levels. As a result of these, some suggestions were presented for the 

protection of biological diversity and environmental improvements, especially for the elimination of 

poverty with the aim of ensuring sustainability. It is suggested that the sources used in energy 

production should be diversified and the use of renewable energy resources should be increased jointly 

by everyone. In the light of these, it was decided to establish sustainable development strategies and 

to start the implementation of the targets and proposals determined until 2005 (UN, 2002). 

The United Nations Conference on Sustainable Development (Rio + 20) took place on 20-22 June 

2012. This conference resulted in a focused political outcome document containing clear and practical 

measures for the implementation of sustainable development. In Rio de Janeiro, it has been decided 

to start the process of preparing a set of Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), to be built on the 

Millennium Development Goals and merged with the post-2015 development agenda by the member 

states of the United Nations. The conference also adopted important principles on green economic 

policies. Governments have also decided to establish an intergovernmental process at the plenary 

session to draw up options on a strategy for sustainable development and have agreed to strengthen 

the United Nations Environment Program (UNEP) on multiple fronts through measures to be taken. 

In addition, the establishment of a high-level political forum for sustainable development was agreed 

upon. 
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All these meeting processes have helped to draw a framework for the relationship between the 

environment and the economy. The problems faced to improve living standards and achieve equality 

on a global scale have been on the world agenda. A road map has been drawn to define the concept of 

sustainable development and to establish sustainable development goals. It has been demonstrated 

that development cannot be achieved only with economic growth, and social and environmental 

factors and problems cannot be ignored. The necessity of continuing economic policies and activities 

without missing humans and nature has been discussed on a global scale, and sustainable development 

goals have been determined in light of the above-mentioned plans and agreements. 

1.4.2. Sustainable Development Goals 

The Millennium Declaration was published by the UN in 2000. In the declaration, the Millennium 

Development Goals, which were planned to be realized until 2015 and consist of eight goals, have 

been determined. Recognizing more qualified economic growth and protecting and even enriching 

natural resources are among the targets. In the report, it is aimed to meet the basic needs and to make 

population planning. In addition to these, it is desired to establish a harmonious and integrated 

relationship between the economy and the environment. 

In the process following the Millennium Goals, Sustainable Development Goals appear in 2016. 

In 2015, 17 primary targets planned to be achieved by 2030 were determined by the United Nations. 

Poverty and hunger, which were intended to be minimized in the Millennium Goals, were aimed to 

be eliminated in the SDGs. 

 

Figure 6: Sustainable Development Goals15 

 
15 (United Nations, 2021) 
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The Sustainable Development Goals, beyond the Millennium Goals, created to combat poverty 

and hunger, aim to find solutions to the problems that cause poverty and hunger and to ensure global 

development. In addition, taking action for the sustainable continuity of life in water and on land in 

order to prevent climate change in the fight against global warming and to protect biological diversity 

is among the SDGs. Other environmental goals are expressed as providing access to clean and 

accessible energy for all, access to clean water for all, and creating clean and healthy living spaces. 

The Sustainable Development Goals have been global and more inclusive than the Millennium 

Development Goals. Seventeen global goals have been set against the eight Millennium Development 

Goals. However, the nature of global sustainability has not been adequately expressed in the 

Millennium Goals. The most significant difference between the Sustainable Development Goals from 

the Millennium Development Goals is that they focus on sustainable development. In fact, sustainable 

development is to maintain a balance between economic, social, and environmental development. 

However, social development has come to the fore after economic growth in the early days. The 

ecological dimension has gained importance in recent years and has found a vast place in sustainable 

development goals. While hunger and poverty were together in the Millennium Development Goals, 

they were separated in the Sustainable Development Goals and the problem of healthy food and 

nutrition was discussed separately. The issue of peace, which was ignored in the Millennium 

Development Goals, is now included in the scope. 

1.4.3. Advantages of Sustainable Energy Sources 

1.4.3.1.  Being Environmentally Friendly 

Production and consumption activities are at the forefront of the factors affecting the ecological 

balance. Focusing only on production and growth in the economy causes negative effects on the 

environment and natural resources. In these increasing activities, humankind puts the damage to the 

environment in the background and continues these activities. It is of great importance to turn to 

environmentally friendly alternative energy sources in order to prevent the damage of energy sources 

to the environment and to leave an undamaged environment for future generations. 

1.4.3.2. Global Warming and Preventing Air Pollution 

As a result of the burning of fossil fuels, which have a great place in energy production in the 

world, harmful gases such as carbon dioxide (CO2), sulfur dioxide (SO2), methane gas (CH4) are 

released into the atmosphere, and these gases cause the greenhouse effect that leads to climate 

changes. According to 2014 data, China is the country that emits the most carbon dioxide to the world 
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with 9,761 million tons. China is followed by the USA with 5.995 million tons, India with 2.088 

million tons, Japan with 1.343 million tons, and Russia with 1.657 million tons of carbon dioxide 

emissions. Turkey, on the other hand, realizes 1% of the total emission with 348 million tons of carbon 

dioxide released into the atmosphere and ranks 16th among the world countries (BP, 2015). It is 

estimated that if the use of fossil energy sources continues, the amount of CO2 in the atmosphere may 

increase to a great extent, resulting in climate changes and the consequences of these changes will 

have long-term negative effects. Due to the greenhouse gases released into the air by the production 

of energy from these sources, in today's conditions where the climate changes and the ecological 

balance begins to deteriorate, our world faces the danger of not being a livable world if measures are 

not taken on a global scale. For this reason, countries should turn to sustainable energy sources and 

rearrange their policies regarding the environment by considering all these effects. 

1.4.3.3. No Harm to Human Health 

The damage caused by the use of fossil fuels to human health is known in the world, and studies 

are continuing to utilize alternative energy sources in order to minimize this. However, their use is 

increasing due to the existence of technologies for the use of fossil fuels that dominate the world and 

the fact that these fuels are obtained quickly and cheaply (Karaca, 2012). However, when the harmful 

effects of negative externalities (such as air, water, environmental pollution) arising from energy 

production facilities using fossil fuels on human health are taken into account, it is seen that the costs 

of fossil fuels increase. For example, in a study conducted in the USA in 2009, it is stated that the 

annual cost of the damage to human health caused by the use of fossil fuels is approximately 400 

million dollars (Karaca, 2012). Damages caused by the use of fossil fuels on human health; lung 

cancer, bronchitis and shortness of breath, rickets, joint rheumatism, heart diseases, eye burns, blood 

poisoning, increase in miscarriage rate in pregnant women, and acceleration of aging symptoms in 

people living under polluted air, etc. Therefore, switching to more sustainable energy sources would 

be a good option considering this aspect of the threat that our world is facing. 

1.4.3.4.  Supporting Economic Growth 

Energy is one of the crucial tools that countries use to realize their economic development and 

growth. There is a parallelism between the energy consumption of the countries and the GNP. As the 

national income of the countries increases, their energy consumption also increases. Today, countries 

with high per capita income levels also have high per capita energy consumption. Despite the 

increasing energy demands in parallel with the economic growth of the nations, the insufficient level 

of energy production poses a risk for the future of the countries. To eliminate this risk, to develop the 
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country's industries, and to reach a specific market size, the support for domestic energy production 

should be planned for the determined targets and in the long term. In this way, countries will be able 

to meet their energy consumption by utilizing alternative domestic energy sources while realizing 

their economic growth targets on the one hand. 

In addition, it is frequently discussed in the literature that with the support given to the renewable 

energy market, the production volume in this area will expand and with this expansion, a significant 

amount of income can be obtained from exports in the future. For this reason, factors such as its 

contribution to the country's economy, being a domestic resource, and keeping the capital within the 

country are of great importance in the increasing adoption of renewable energies (Karaca, 2012). 
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2. Theoretical Background of Geothermal Energy  

2.1. Definition and Classification of Geothermal Energy 

2.1.1. Definition  

Geothermal energy can be defined as the energy obtained from hot water or hot water vapor from 

underground. As an encyclopedic definition, geothermal energy is the hot water and steam (fluid) 

pathway under pressure, which is above the regional atmospheric average temperature, which is 

formed by the accumulated heat in various depths of the earth's crust, and which may contain more 

dissolved minerals, different salts, and gases than the typical underground and surface waters around 

it.  

The temperature of the Earth increases gradually as we go deeper and reaches more than 4200 oC 

in its core. Some of this heat is a remnant of the earth's fiery formation 4.5 billion years ago, but the 

majority is derived from the decay of radioactive isotopes. According to the laws of thermodynamics, 

since the temperature naturally moves from the hot zone to the cold spot, the earth's heat naturally 

flows from the core to the planet in the direction of the geothermal gradient, with an estimated 42 

million thermal megawatts continuously emitted into space. Much of this great heat source cannot be 

stored practically because it only reaches the surface at a shallow temperature. The primary geological 

process known as plate tectonics (the root cause of seismic movements, mountain building, and 

volcanism) ensures that some of this heat is concentrated at temperatures and depths suitable for 

commercial extraction. 

 

Map 4: Hottest Known Geothermal Regions16 

 
16 (Global Energy Network Institute, 2017) 
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2.1.2. Classification 

The classification of geothermal energy can be done in two different ways. The first and most 

generally known is the classification of the geothermal energy field according to its temperature. We 

can divide geothermal energy fields into three according to their temperatures. These are respectively: 

1. High-Temperature Zones (more than 180 ⁰C)  

2. Medium Temperature Zones (between 100 – 180 ⁰C)  

3. Low-Temperature Zones (less than 100 ⁰C) 

High-temperature geothermal fields are primarily associated with volcanic activities and are 

usually located at tectonic plate boundaries or crustal and mantle hotspot anomalies. Medium and low-

temperature geothermal areas are generally situated in continental environments where above-normal 

heat generation through radioactive isotope decay increases terrestrial heat flux or is loaded with water 

heated from within aquifers (Goldstein & Hiriart, 2012) 

Classification according to their sources is a more commonly used form of classification. 

Geothermal energy can be classified in three different ways according to geothermal resources. These 

are respectively:  

1. Convective (hydrothermal) Systems 

2. Conductive Systems 

3. Deep Aquifers Convective (hydrothermal) Systems  

Convective systems are the source types that mainly contain liquid and steam. Conductive systems 

include hot rock and magma at a wide range of temperatures. Deep aquifers, on the other hand, are 

located in porous environments or at depths typically greater than 3 km from fracture zones and 

contain circulating fluids but lack a localized magmatic heat source (Goldstein & Hiriart, 2012). 
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Figure 7: Convective (Hydrothermal) System Representation17 

 

Figure 8: An Example of Conductive Geothermal System18 

2.2. Usage Areas of Geothermal Energy 
In general, geothermal resources are evaluated according to the ratios of heat and chemicals in 

them. According to the fluid temperature, the most common application forms are: 

1. Electricity production (from heat energy)  

2. Air-conditioning (heating/cooling) (housing, workplace, greenhouse, etc.)  

3. Chemical substance production (mineral, chemical salt, etc.) 

4. Industrial heating/drying (textile, paper, sugar, fish, etc.) 

 
17 (Harpring, 2006) 
18 (Kaya, 2018) 
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5. Use of spas and pools (for touristic and therapeutic purposes). 

In the below table, namely the Lindal diagram, the usage areas and applications of the geothermal 

fluid according to the temperature are shown in more detail. 

Temperature 

(⁰C) 

Direct Uses of Geothermal Fluid 

180 ⁰C Electric energy production, ammonia absorption, and cooling, high concentration 

condensation, paper industry 

170 ⁰C Electricity production, heavy water, and hydrogen sulfide processes, diatomic material 

drying 

160 ⁰C Conventional power generation, lumber, and fish drying 

150 ⁰C Conventional power production, aluminum acquirement through Bayer method   

140 ⁰C Conventional power generation, fast drying of agricultural products 

130 ⁰C Conventional power generation, condensation in a sugar refinery 

120 ⁰C Acquirement of clean water through distillation, acquirement of salt, sugar industry, 

distillation processes 

110 ⁰C Multi-directional evaporation, wool washing, and drying, cement drying 

100 ⁰C Fruit and vegetable drying 

90 ⁰C Volume heating 

80 ⁰C Cooling with the lithium bromide method 

70 ⁰C Industrial process water 

60 ⁰C Greenhouse, barn, and hen heating 

50 ⁰C Mushroom growing 

40 ⁰C Soil heating 

30 ⁰C Swimming pools, tourism, wellness baths 

20 ⁰C Fishing farms 
Table 8: Utilization of Geothermal Fluids in Different Areas – Lindal Diagram19 

The simultaneous application of the above-mentioned forms of usage according to their chemical 

and physical properties (electricity generation, air conditioning, industrial application, chemical 

production, CO2, greenhouse cultivation, thermal tourism, etc.) is called integrated applications. 

Integrated geothermal facilities are the most appropriate form of use in terms of energy efficiency. 

 
19 (Rinehart, 1980) 
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An example of a geothermal integrated plant is shown in Figure 9. By utilizing a single geothermal 

resource, residential heating, use of thermal facilities, fish farming, greenhouse cultivation, dry ice, 

and CO2 production, and electricity generation are provided. By means of heat exchanger, condenser, 

engine, turbine pump equipment at various stages, the hot water/steam mixture coming out of the 

geothermal source can be brought to different temperatures depending on the place of use. 

 

Figure 9: Integrated Geothermal Appraisal20 

The potential of geothermal energy increases from sea level to the core. Briefly, the geothermal 

gradient is defined as the rate of temperature increase at depth due to conductive heat transfer in the 

crust. Away from tectonic plate boundaries, it is about 25 °C per km. The greater the depth, the greater 

the potential.  

1. 0 – 500 m: Geothermal Heat Pumps (10 – 20 ⁰C) 

Developed in the 1940s, this method is a very effective method for air conditioning, heating, and 

direct cooling. The known heat stored in the summer can be used again in the winter.  

2. 1 – 4 km: Direct Use 

It is generally preferred for low enthalpy applications (greenhouse, small industry, etc.).  

3. 4 – 10 km: Electricity Generation and Cogeneration 

 
20 (Kaya, 2018) 
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It is preferred for high enthalpy applications and electricity generation (Moret, 2015). 

2.3. Direct Use of Geothermal Energy 
Geothermal energy is often used directly for heating and cooling applications in buildings such as 

district heating, fishponds, greenhouses, baths, sanitation, and swimming pools, water 

treatment/desalination, and industrial and process heat for agricultural products and mineral extraction 

and drying. 

Two basic types of systems are used for space (residential, etc.) heating: open or closed-loop 

systems. Open-loop systems use geothermal water extracted directly from a well to circulate between 

radiators. Closed-loop systems use heat exchangers to transfer heat from geothermal water to a closed 

loop that circulates heated freshwater from radiators. This system is widely used because of the 

chemical composition of geothermal water (Goldstein & Hiriart, 2012) 

 

Figure 10: Two main types of district heating systems: top, open-loop (single pipe system), bottom, closed-loop (double pipe 

system)21 

Another example of the direct use of geothermal energy is geothermal heat pumps (also called 

“Ground-Based Heat Pump - GSHP”). Geothermal heat pumps are used for air conditioning (both 

heating and cooling) and to obtain domestic hot water. They can provide heat up to 35-55 ⁰C from -5 

and 10 ⁰C temperatures, supplied from underground. They can be used for cooling in summer and 

heating in winter. 

 
21 (Goldstein & Hiriart, 2012) 
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2.4. Geothermal Power Plants 
Generating electricity using geothermal energy requires a slightly more complex system than 

using geothermal energy directly. In simple logic, electricity is produced by moving the turbine using 

a geothermal source (hot liquid and/or steam). 

To classify power plants that can generate electricity from geothermal energy, we can classify 

them under four headings according to the fluid used in the cycle:  

1) Dry steam power plants 

2) Flash (single/double) steam power plants 

3) Binary power plants (ORC/Kalina) 

4) Others: combined and hybrid power plants (Moret, 2015). 

2.4.1. Dry Steam Power Plants 

The systems of power plants using dry steam are the oldest and simplest configurations. To obtain 

the pressurized steam required for the turbine to move, it is not necessary to install any condenser 

and/or separator before the system. Dry geothermal steam is used directly in the turbine. Wastewater 

coming out of the condenser is fed back again, prolonging the service life of the hydrothermal system. 

It has 27% installed capacity globally (Moret, 2015). 

 

Figure 11: Dry Steam Power Plant22 

Power plants using dry steam are the most desirable system for electricity generation because of 

their simplicity and efficiency. Dry steam welding is also called a steam-based source. The world's 

largest dry steam power plant (steam-based) is in the Geysers of northern California. Dry steam power 

 
22 (Cey, Hanania, Stenhouse, & Donev, 2021) 
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plants account for approximately 50% of the geothermal capacity installed in the USA, and the 

majority are located in California. 

2.4.2. Flash (single/double) Steam Power Plants 

Flash power plants are the power plants that are generally used in convective (hydrothermal) 

sources. Although liquid and vapor are mixed in these convective sources, the density of the liquid is 

higher. In such liquid-density geothermal sources, flash is used to separate the liquid from the steam. 

They are divided into two single and double flash plants according to the number of flashes used. The 

capacity is divided into 43% single flash and 17% double flash globally (Moret, 2015). 

 

Figure 12: Flash Steam Cycle23 

2.4.2.1. Single Flash Steam Power Plants 

Single-flash steam power plants separate the liquid-steam mixed fluid coming from the source by 

flashing it and transmitting it to the steam turbine. It is generally more efficient and economical in 

places where the temperature is high (over 150 ⁰C) (Cey, Hanania, Stenhouse, & Donev, 2021). 

 
23 (Cey, Hanania, Stenhouse, & Donev, 2021) 
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Figure 13: Single Flash Steam Power Plant Operation Diagram24 

2.4.2.2. Double Flash Steam Power Plants 

It has the same technical infrastructure as the single-flash switchboard. It is preferred where the 

welding temperature is low. The second flash at low pressure increases the amount of steam. The 

efficiency of the power plant is 15-20% higher than the single flash. In addition to the single flash 

power plant, the hot water separated from the first flash is separated again in the second flash this 

time, and the steam obtained is collected with the steam from the first flash and sent to the turbine 

(Cey, Hanania, Stenhouse, & Donev, 2021). 

 

Figure 14: Double Flash Steam Power Plant Operation Diagram25 

2.4.3. Binary Power Plants 

It is used when flash cannot be used due to the low temperature or quality of the geothermal fluid. 

A second fluid is used to cycle with the geothermal fluid. The second fluid is boiled by the geothermal 

fluid, and its steam is sent to the turbine (Moret, 2015). Positive results are obtained from binary-type 

 
24 (Moret, 2015) 
25 (Moret, 2015) 
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power plants in regions where the source temperature is between 100 - 200°C (Cey, Hanania, 

Stenhouse, & Donev, 2021). 

 

Figure 15:  Binary cycle. The lighter brown is vaporized butane, while the darker brown is liquid butane26 

Binary-type power plants are divided into two as ORC (Organic Rankine Cycle) and Kalina Cycle. 

2.4.3.1. ORC (Organic Rankine Cycle) 

They are generally small-scale (3 MW) power generation plants. The organic working fluid is 

used to exchange heat with the geothermal fluid. It may contain a recuperator to increase efficiency. 

It provides easier maintenance compared to flash systems. Condensation occurs above atmospheric 

pressure, so there is no risk of air ingress. While choosing the working fluid, the thermodynamic 

properties of the fluid and the saturation curves are used. Cogeneration is possible for both high and 

low-temperature district heating networks. 

 
26 (Cey, Hanania, Stenhouse, & Donev, 2021) 
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Figure 16: Binary ORC Power Plant Working Diagram27 

2.4.3.2.  Kalina Cycle 

The working fluid is different; H2O/NH3 mixtures are used. Unlike liquid ORC, it is not 

flammable, yet ammonia toxicity is high. Its theoretical efficiency is 30% higher than ORC power 

plants. The main reason for this is that liquid mixtures do not change phase at constant temperature 

pressures, so there is less exergy loss. Key parameters are pressure, division factors, and NH3 

concentration. It can be used for cogeneration. 

 

Figure 17: Binary Kalina Power Plant Working Diagram28 

2.4.4. Others: Combined and Hybrid Power Plants 

It is aimed to increase efficiency by combining two types of cycles in combined (flash – binary) 

power plants. However, the more complex the systems, the higher the investment costs will be. Hybrid 

power plants, on the other hand, consist of a combination with another source. The geothermal heat 

 
27 (Moret, 2015) 
28 (Moret, 2015) 
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conventional power plant can be used for preheating, or superheating can be provided for the 

geothermal power plant from the exhaust gases of the traditional power plant (Moret, 2015). 

 

Figure 18: Combined and Hybrid Power Plants Working Diagram29 

2.5. Geothermal as a Sustainable Energy Source 
Energy generation from geothermal resources is attractive since it is a clean and self-renewing 

resource. It is also relatively inexpensive compared to other forms of energy generation.  

In the last years, the increase of interest in geothermal energy development has happened at the 

same time with a sensitivity of keeping the environment against the danger of pollution that threatens 

it. Making a comparison of geothermal with the usage of the other energy sources, it can be observable 

that it is a very sustainable and friendly source. In modern geothermal powerplants and especially in 

central heating systems, waste of CO2, NOx, SOx is extremely low. In new generation power plants, 

there are repumping systems that take the low-density gases from the steam and pump it underground 

with used geothermal fluid. With these systems, nothing can be thrown out from the geothermal 

heating systems.  

All settlements and industrial facilities in the world expel air and biosphere pollutants above 

acceptable limits. For the continuation of the social development in the world, the need to reduce the 

effects of the gases that are thrown into the atmosphere and cause acid rain to produce more energy 

contradicts with today's energy production systems. Geothermal energy is of great importance in terms 

of the consumption of fossil fuels and the prevention of environmental problems such as the 

greenhouse effect and acid rain arising from their use. This situation is primarily due to the natural 

advantages of geothermal energy compared to other types of energy in terms of the environment. On 

 
29 (Moret, 2015) 
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the other hand, important developments have been made recently in the solution of environmental 

problems that may be mentioned about the use of geothermal energy. This situation has further 

increased the importance of geothermal energy in terms of the environment. 

Sustainability is a concept that should be considered as a basic acceptance in terms of ensuring 

sustainable development in the use of soil, water, underground and surface richness, vegetation, and 

similar potentials as natural resources. The sustainable development model for geothermal resources 

includes long-term use of geothermal resources (100-300 years) and protection of natural beauties 

(such as travertine, geyser, mud pool) created by geothermal fluids on the surface. 

Formation of legal regulations and policies in the development of geothermal resources, field 

models created with long-term observations, re-injection of the fluid after use, multi-purpose uses, 

and the use of heat pumps in shallow-depth and low-enthalpy areas will increase the sustainable 

development of geothermal resources. 

For centuries, people have been using these water resources in their daily lives. However, with 

today's technology, instead of waiting for them to come to the surface by themselves, energy can be 

released by drilling where geothermal reservoirs are. At the same time, geothermal energy is also used 

in electricity generation. Since the impact of geothermal power plants on human health and the 

environment is less than fossil fuels, they are considered as a clean energy source. As geothermal 

energy production does not fluctuate according to seasonal conditions, its importance among 

alternative energy sources will increase in the future. 
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3. Geothermal Energy Potential 

3.1. Geothermal Energy Potential in the World 
As mentioned in the first chapter, people in the world use different types of energy to sustain their 

lives. With the use of mainly fossil fuels, the search for new and alternative energy continues. To 

briefly list the reasons for the preference for a change in the use of these energy sources: 

• The energy resources, whose consumption is still very high, will be depleted in the coming 

years 

• The ever-increasing population and economic growth, and the energy need that comes with 

them 

• The effect of greenhouse gases emitted on the environment and climate is large enough to be 

observable 

• Increasing energy consumption costs 

The Earth's interior provides a fair amount of heat towards the Earth. Studies to date show that the 

electrical potential of geothermal resources is 10 to 100 times that of the current generation. While it 

is difficult to estimate the full potential of geothermal energy, the industry consensus is that resource 

growth will not be constrained for the next half-century. For this reason, geothermal energy has 

remarkable potential among renewable energy sources (Council, 2019). 

3.1.1. General Situation 

The world's natural heat reserves are enormous. Estimated up to 3 km in the continental crust, the 

stored thermal energy is roughly 43x106 EJ, which is considerably more than the world's total primary 

energy consumption (630 EJ in 2018) (Council, 2019). 

Although geothermal energy use has a low percentage in terms of other types of energy use, 

looking at the 2018 renewable energy statistics, it can be seen that geothermal energy capacity and 

generation has increased from about 9000 MW to 12000 MW (Council, 2019). 
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Figure 19: Geothermal Energy Capacity and Production30 

In the overview of the geothermal energy potential of the whole world, it can be seen that the 

European region, including Turkey, has the highest potential with 35.2 percent capacity, as shown in 

Figure 20 (Council, 2019). 

 

Figure 20: Geothermal Capacity by Regions31 

Considering that the total capacity of geothermal power plants all over the world is 83.4 GW, 

Europe is ahead of all regions with 29 GW, as shown in Figure 21. 

 
30 (World Energy Council, 2019) 
31 (World Energy Council, 2019) 
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Figure 21: Geothermal Capacity by Regions (MW)32 

Direct utilization of geothermal energy in a total of 88 countries is an increase from 82 in 2015, 

78 reported in 2010, 72 reported in 2005, 58 reported in 2000, and 28 reported in 1995. World 

geothermal direct use power was 50,583 MWt, according to 2010 data. An estimation of the installed 

thermal power for direct utilization at the end of 2019 is used in this paper and equals 107,727 MWt, 

a 52.0% increase over the 2015 data, growing at a compound rate of 8.73% annually. The thermal 

energy used is 283580 GWh/yr., a 72.3% increase over 2015, growing at a compound rate of 11.5% 

annually. (Lund & Toth, 2020) 

 

Map 5: Display of Countries Using Geothermal Energy Directly and Countries Producing Electricity from Geothermal by 

Country33 

An estimated 0.5 GW of new geothermal power generation capacity became available in 2018, 

bringing the global total to 13.3 GW. Turkey and Indonesia led the way with 66 new facilities, 

 
32 (World Energy Council, 2019) 
33 (Lund & Toth, 2020) 
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accounting for about two-thirds of the new capacity installed. Other countries that added capacity in 

2018 (ordered by scale) are the United States, Iceland, New Zealand, Croatia, Philippines, and Kenya 

(REN21, 2021). 

 

Figure 22: Geothermal Power Capacity Global Additions, Share by Country34 

The top five countries that are leaders in electricity generation using geothermal energy are: 

1) The USA 

2) The Philippines 

3) Indonesia 

4) Turkey 

5) New Zealand 

If we look at the use other than electricity generation, the total power is 70,329 MWt, and the top 

five countries in the world in direct use applications are: 

1) The USA  

2) China  

3) Sweden  

4) Belarus  

5) Norway 

 

 
34 (REN21, 2021) 
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World's largest geothermal power plants are: 

1) The Geysers Geothermal Power Plant: the USA – California / total installed capacity 1517 

MW 

2) Larderello Geothermal Power Plant: Italy – Tuscany / total installed capacity 769 MW 

3) Cerro Prieto Geothermal Power Plant: Mexico / total installed power 720 MW 

4) Makban Geothermal Power Plant: Philippines / total installed power is 458 MW 

5) CalEnergy Generation’s Salton Sea Geothermal Power Plant: USA – California / total installed 

power of 340 MW 

The countries with the highest geothermal power generation capacity at the end of 2020 are the 

USA, Indonesia, Philippines, Turkey, New Zealand, Mexico, Italy, Iceland, Kenya, and Japan 

(REN21, 2021). 

 

Figure 23: Geothermal Power Capacity and Additions, Top 10 Countries and Rest of World35 

3.1.2. Geothermal Energy Market 

More than 70% of geothermal electricity production is controlled by only 20 companies. 

Interestingly, many of the top firms such as Calpine, Chevron, BH Energy (formally Cal Energy), and 

CFE have maintained their current presence since 2010. Companies active in new capacity 

development are Ormat, Mighty River Power, and Pertamina Geothermal Energy. In addition, new 

 
35 (REN21, 2021) 
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entrants such as GEODESA (Mexico) and Zorlu Energy (Turkey) are developing a significant portion 

of the new capacity (Council, 2019). 

In 2018, the global investment estimate in the geothermal sector was 2.2 billion USD. This 

represents a very small portion (less than 1%) of all renewable energy investments during the year, 

excluding major hydroelectric projects (REN21, 2021). 

Table 9 shows the geothermal energy use targets set by the countries for the coming years. It is 

aimed to reach 1 GW by 2023 in Turkey. 

Country Year Geothermal Goal 

Algeria 2030 15 MW 

Armenia 2020-2025 50 MW; 100 MW 

Chinese Taipei 
2020-2025-

2030 
10 MW; 150 MW; 200 MW 

Ethiopia 2030 1 GW 

Indonesia 2025 12.6 GW 

Italy 2020 
6.759 GW/year production out of 920 MW 

capacity 

Kenya 2030 5 GW 

South Korea 2030 2.046 GW/year 

Philippines 2010-2030 1.5 GW addition 

Portugal 2020 29 MW 

Solomon Islands n.d. 20-40 MW 

Spain 2020 50 MW 

Thailand 2021 1 MW 

Turkey 2023 1 GW 
Table 9: Specific Targets for Geothermal Established Capacity and/or Production36 

If we look at electricity production from geothermal energy, Figures 24 and 25 show the electricity 

production costs (Levelized energy cost and investment costs) and capacity factors of countries in 

2018 in detail. 

 
36 (World Energy Council, 2019) 
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Figure 24: Levelized Cost of Energy for Geothermal Power per Country37 

 

Figure 25: Total Investment Costs and Capacity Factors for Geothermal Energy per Country38 

3.2. Geothermal Energy Potential in Turkey 
As mentioned in the previous sections, Turkey is located in a region where tectonic movements 

are high due to its geographical location (Zaim & Cavsi, 2018). 

According to the research conducted by the World Energy Council in 2019, Turkey has 

significantly increased the use of geothermal energy in the last few years. This increase owes to the 

relevant legal regulations and the target of 1 GW geothermal energy capacity to be established until 

2023. About 225 geothermal fields were discovered, and 10 new power plants with a total power of 

159 MW were completed in 2015. Electricity production increased by 50% in 2015 compared to the 

previous year and amounted to 3.37 TWh. 16 geothermal central heating systems are serving 77,453 

residences in 2014. For other direct use applications, the total energy for the country is 2886.3 MWt 

annual installed power and 45,126 TJ/year for annual energy use. 

Turkey completed various geothermal energy projects in 2018, increasing its installed power by 

21% (219 MW) to 1.3 GW. Turkey ranks fourth worldwide for cumulative geothermal power capacity, 

 
37 (REN21, 2021) 
38 (REN21, 2021) 
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developing more than 1 GW of capacity in just six years between 2013 and 2018. The largest single 

unit completed in 2018 was the 65.5 MW Unit at the Kizildere facility, Turkey's largest geothermal 

power plant (165 MW). Other projects completed during the year included 19.4 MW Baklacı, 13.8 

MW Buharkent, 25 MW 3S Kale and 32 MW Pamukoren Unit 4.9. Most of Turkey's geothermal 

power plants use binary cycle technology, as do all the country's facilities under construction (REN21, 

2021). 

As of today, 90,000 residential buildings, 3,000,000 m² of greenhouses, 400 spa/hammam 

facilities are heated with geothermal energy in Turkey (Zaim & Cavsi, 2018). 

As Turkey is located on an active tectonic belt due to its geological and geographical location, it 

is in a prosperous position among the world countries in terms of geothermal. There are geothermal 

resources at different temperatures in the form of approximately 1000 natural outlets spread all over 

Turkey. 

According to the statements made by ETKB on its official website, if we look at Turkey's 

geothermal potential regionally, 78% of the areas with potential are located in Western Anatolia, 9% 

in Central Anatolia, 7% in the Marmara Region, 5% in Eastern Anatolia and 1% in other regions. 

 

Map 6: Geothermal Sources and Application Map of Turkey39 

Most of the geothermal resources in Turkey (90%) consist of low and medium temperature 

resources and are used in direct applications (greenhouse, tourism, heating, industrial applications, 

etc.) and a low rate (10%) is used in indirect applications (power plants, electricity).  

 
39 (General Directorate of Mineral Research and Exploration of Turkey, 2021) 
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Data obtained as a result of the search performed studies of geothermal resources in Turkey are 

shown in Map 6. According to the information on the aforementioned map, the sources with the 

required temperature for electricity generation are located in the provinces of Aydin, Canakkale, 

Manisa, and Izmir. On the other hand, usage for thermal tourism is common in cities such as Bolu, 

Yozgat, and Erzurum. In the provinces of Afyonkarahisar and Izmir, thermal sources are used to heat 

the houses.  

 

Map 7: Distribution and Application Map of Geothermal Resources in Turkey40 

According to the Ministry of Energy and Natural Resources of the Republic of Turkey (MENR), 

today, geothermal energy exploration studies have been accelerated, and drilled geothermal energy 

searches have been increased from 2,000 m depth to 28,000 m depth levels.  

According to the statements made by ETKB on its official website, the number of discovered 

geothermal fields is 173 and with the exploration of new geothermal areas, 10 of which are suitable 

for electricity generation, with the exploration of drilling, a total of 239 geothermal fields have been 

found and a total of 632 geothermal areas have been found so far. Approximately 5000 MWt of heat 

energy was obtained from the wells drilled, including natural exits, by carrying out exploration works 

with a total of 410,000 meters of drilling. 

 
40 (General Directorate of Mineral Research and Exploration of Turkey, 2021) 
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The resources in the geothermal systems, which are determined by the geological research for the 

research of geothermal fields and developed depending on the diversity in the geological structure, 

feeding and discharge conditions, geological elements, and geodynamic processes, are scattered all 

over Turkey in close relation with the young tectonism and volcanism.  

3.2.1. Geothermal Power Plants in Turkey 

If we look at Turkey's geothermal power plants profile as of 2016, there are 48 geothermal power 

plants registered in Turkey. The installed power of these power plants is 1303 MWe. Its ratio to total 

installed power is 1.47%. The annual electricity produced is approximately 7775 GWh. The ratio of 

produced electrical energy to consumed energy is 2.99%.  

If we look at the current installed power and the scope of the project, the total power of the 

geothermal power plants in operation is 1303 MWe. Its ratio to the whole is 51.8%. Pre-license power 

plants constitute 20.0% and have a capacity of 396 MWe. 8.1% of the plants are under construction 

and they have a capacity of 161 MWe. 5.2% of them are power plants with generation licenses and 

have a capacity of 104 MWe. Those still in the project phase constitute 1.0% and have a capacity of 

20 MWe. Tables 10, 11, and 12 are shown in detail. 

Power Plant Name Region Installed Power 

Nezihe Beren Aydin 20 MW 

Transmark Canakkale 19 MW 

Kiper 1 Aydin 10.2 MW 
Table 10: Geothermal Power Plants with Production License in Turkey41 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
41 (Jeotermal Enerji Santralleri, 2021) 
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Power Plant Name Region Company  
Installed 

Power 

Kizildere 4 Denizli Zorlu Energy 60 MW 

Sari Zeybek Aydin Guris Holding 54 MW 

Tekkehamam 2 Denizli Zorlu Energy 35 MW 

Kubilay 2 Aydin  Bestepeler Energy 24 MW 

Ozmen 4 Manisa Sis Energy 19.5 MW 

HEG Kutahya Aydin Genc Group Energy 13 MW 

Babadere 2 Canakkale MTN Energy  11.8 MW 

Emirler 2 Denizli Emirler Energy  10 MW 

BCB Afyonkarahisar Afyon Sandikli Geothermal 1.68 MW 
Table 11: Geothermal Power Plants with Pre-License in Turkey42 

 
42 (Jeotermal Enerji Santralleri, 2021) 
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Power Plant Name Region Company  Installed Power 

Kizildere 3  Denizli Zorlu Energy 165 MW 

Efeler  Aydin Guris Holding 115 MW 

Kizildere 2  Denizli Zorlu Energy 80 MW 

Pamukoren  Aydin Celikler Energy 68 MW 

Mis 3  Manisa Soyak Energy 48 MW 

Galip Hoca Germencik  Aydin Guris Holding 47 MW 

Alasehir  Manisa Zorlu Energy 45 MW 

Maren  Aydin Kipas Holding Energy Group 44 MW 

Dora 3  Aydin MB Holding 34 MW 

Melih  Aydin Kipas Holding Energy Group 33 MW 

Pamukoren 4  Aydin Celikler Energy 32 MW 

Pamukoren 5  Aydin Celikler Energy 32 MW 

Ala 2  Manisa Map Energy 30 MW 

Salihli 3  Manisa Sanko Energy 30 MW 

Turkerler  - 3  Manisa Turkerler Holding 30 MW 

Greeneco 5  Denizli Greeneco Energy 28 MW 

Greeneco 6  Denizli Greeneco Energy 26 MW 

Greeneco 3  Denizli Greeneco Energy 26 MW 

Greeneco  Denizli Greeneco Energy 26 MW 

Efe 8  Aydin Guris Holding 25 MW 

Efe 7  Aydin Guris Holding 25 MW 

Enerjeo Kemaliye Santrali  Manisa Enerjeo Kemaliye Energy Uretim 25 MW 

Ken 3  Aydin KCS Kahramanmaras 25 MW 

Mehmethan  Aydin Kipas Holding 25 MW 

Salihli 2  Manisa Sanko Energy 25 MW 

Deniz  Aydin Kipas Holding Energy Group 24 MW 

Ken Kipas  Aydin   24 MW 

Kerem  Aydin Kipas Holding Energy Group 24 MW 

Kubilay  Aydin Cevik Group 24 MW 

Turkerler Alasehir 2  Manisa Turkerler Holding 24 MW 

Turkerler Alasehir  Manisa Turkerler Holding 24 MW 

Ozmen 1  Manisa Ozmen Holding. Sis Energy 24 MW 

Efe 6  Aydin Guris Holding 23 MW 

https://www.enerjiatlasi.com/jeotermal/kizildere-3-jes.html
https://www.enerjiatlasi.com/jeotermal/efeler-jeotermal-enerji-santrali.html
https://www.enerjiatlasi.com/jeotermal/zorlu-enerji-kizildere-2-jeotermal-enerji-santrali.html
https://www.enerjiatlasi.com/jeotermal/pamukoren-jeotermal-enerji-santrali.html
https://www.enerjiatlasi.com/jeotermal/mis-3-jes.html
https://www.enerjiatlasi.com/jeotermal/germencik-jeotermal-santrali.html
https://www.enerjiatlasi.com/jeotermal/zorlu-alasehir-jeotermal-enerji-santrali.html
https://www.enerjiatlasi.com/jeotermal/maren-jeotermal-enerji-santrali.html
https://www.enerjiatlasi.com/jeotermal/dora-3-jeotermal-enerji-santrali.html
https://www.enerjiatlasi.com/jeotermal/melih-jes.html
https://www.enerjiatlasi.com/jeotermal/pamukoren-4-jes.html
https://www.enerjiatlasi.com/jeotermal/pamukoren-5-jes.html
https://www.enerjiatlasi.com/jeotermal/ala-2-jes.html
https://www.enerjiatlasi.com/jeotermal/salihli-3-jeotermal-enerji-santrali.html
https://www.enerjiatlasi.com/jeotermal/turkerler-3-jes.html
https://www.enerjiatlasi.com/jeotermal/greeneco-5-jes.html
https://www.enerjiatlasi.com/jeotermal/greeneco-6-jes.html
https://www.enerjiatlasi.com/jeotermal/greeneco-3-jes.html
https://www.enerjiatlasi.com/jeotermal/greeneco-jeotermal-enerji-santrali.html
https://www.enerjiatlasi.com/jeotermal/efe-8-jes.html
https://www.enerjiatlasi.com/jeotermal/efe-7-jes.html
https://www.enerjiatlasi.com/jeotermal/enerjeo-kemaliye-santrali.html
https://www.enerjiatlasi.com/jeotermal/ken-3-jes.html
https://www.enerjiatlasi.com/jeotermal/mehmethan-jes.html
https://www.enerjiatlasi.com/jeotermal/salihli-2-jes.html
https://www.enerjiatlasi.com/jeotermal/deniz-jeotermal-enerji-santrali.html
https://www.enerjiatlasi.com/jeotermal/ken-kipas-jeotermal-santrali.html
https://www.enerjiatlasi.com/jeotermal/kerem-jeotermal-enerji-santrali.html
https://www.enerjiatlasi.com/jeotermal/kubilay-jes.html
https://www.enerjiatlasi.com/jeotermal/turkerler-alasehir-2-jes.html
https://www.enerjiatlasi.com/jeotermal/turkerler-alasehir-jeotermal-enerji-santrali.html
https://www.enerjiatlasi.com/jeotermal/ozmen-1-jeotermal-enerji-santrali.html
https://www.enerjiatlasi.com/jeotermal/efe-6-jes.html
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Table 12: Geothermal Power Plants in Operation in Turkey43 

 

 
43 (Jeotermal Enerji Santralleri, 2021) 

Pamukoren 2  Aydin Celikler Energy 23 MW 

Pamukoren 3  Aydin Celikler Energy 23 MW 

Sultanhisar 2  Aydin Celikler Energy 23 MW 

Baklaci  Manisa Akca Energy 19 MW 

Ozmen 3  Manisa Ozmen Holding, Sis Energy 19 MW 

Kuyucak  Aydin Turcas Energy 18 MW 

3S Kale  Aydin 3S Kale Energy 17 MW 

Dora 4  Aydin MB Holding 17 MW 

Kizildere (Zorlu)  Denizli Zorlu Energy 15 MW 

Sanko Salihli  Manisa Sanko Energy 15 MW 

Sultanhisar  Aydin Celikler Energy 14 MW 

Buharkent  Aydin Limgaz Elektrik Uretim 14 MW 

Gumuskoy  Aydin BM Holding Energy Group 13 MW 

Mis 1  Manisa Soyak Energy 12 MW 

Karkey Umurlu  Aydin Karadeniz Energy 12 MW 

RSC Seferihisar  Izmir RSC Elektrik 12 MW 

Umurlu 2  Aydin Karadeniz Energy 12 MW 

İda  Canakkale   12 MW 

Maspo Energy  4  Manisa Gurmen Group. Maspo Energy 10 MW 

Dora 2  Aydin MB Holding 9.50 MW 

Babadere  Canakkale MTN Energy 8.00 MW 

Dora 1  Aydin MB Holding 7.95 MW 

Tuzla  Canakkale Enda Energy 7.50 MW 

Kizildere  Denizli Aydem Energy 6.85 MW 

Tosunlar  Denizli Akca Energy 3.81 MW 

Afjet  Afyonkarahisar   2.76 MW 

Emirler 1  Denizli   2.50 MW 

https://www.enerjiatlasi.com/jeotermal/pamukoren-2-jes.html
https://www.enerjiatlasi.com/jeotermal/pamukoren-3-jes.html
https://www.enerjiatlasi.com/jeotermal/sultanhisar-2-jeotermal-enerji-santrali.html
https://www.enerjiatlasi.com/jeotermal/baklaci-jes.html
https://www.enerjiatlasi.com/jeotermal/ozmen-3-jes.html
https://www.enerjiatlasi.com/jeotermal/kuyucak-jeotermal-enerji-santrali.html
https://www.enerjiatlasi.com/jeotermal/3s-kale-jes.html
https://www.enerjiatlasi.com/jeotermal/dora-4-jeotermal-enerji-santrali.html
https://www.enerjiatlasi.com/jeotermal/kizildere-zorlu-jes.html
https://www.enerjiatlasi.com/jeotermal/sanko-salihli-jes.html
https://www.enerjiatlasi.com/jeotermal/sultanhisar-jes.html
https://www.enerjiatlasi.com/jeotermal/buharkent-jes.html
https://www.enerjiatlasi.com/jeotermal/gumuskoy-jeotermal-enerji-santrali.html
https://www.enerjiatlasi.com/jeotermal/mis-1-jes.html
https://www.enerjiatlasi.com/jeotermal/karkey-umurlu-jeotermal-enerji-santrali.html
https://www.enerjiatlasi.com/jeotermal/rsc-seferihisar-jes.html
https://www.enerjiatlasi.com/jeotermal/umurlu-2-jes.html
https://www.enerjiatlasi.com/jeotermal/ida-jes.html
https://www.enerjiatlasi.com/jeotermal/maspo-enerji-jes-4.html
https://www.enerjiatlasi.com/jeotermal/dora-2-jes.html
https://www.enerjiatlasi.com/jeotermal/babadere-jeotermal-enerji-santrali.html
https://www.enerjiatlasi.com/jeotermal/dora-1-jes.html
https://www.enerjiatlasi.com/jeotermal/tuzla-jeotermal-enerji-santrali.html
https://www.enerjiatlasi.com/jeotermal/kizildere-jeotermal-enerji-santrali.html
https://www.enerjiatlasi.com/jeotermal/tosunlar-jes.html
https://www.enerjiatlasi.com/jeotermal/afjet-afjes-jeotermal-santrali.html
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4. Comparison of Italy and Turkey in Geothermal Energy 
Under this part of the thesis, Turkey and Italy are compared in terms of their use of geothermal 

energy resources. In this section, the historical process, usage areas, usage intensities, and factors 

affecting the cost are evaluated comparatively in terms of the two countries. 

4.1. In Terms of Application 

4.1.1. Geothermal Applications in Italy 

Early industrial applications included the chemical extraction of steam, pools, and natural 

manifestations such as mineral deposits in the Larderello region of Italy. In the late 18th century, boric 

acid was recognized as an important industry in Europe, and in the early 1800s, it was commercially 

extracted from the local borate compound using geothermal heat to evaporate lagoon borate waters 

(Bartolozzi, Rizzi, & Frey, 2017). At the beginning of the 1800s, to reach boron concentrations, holes 

were drilled near natural hot pools, and researchers in the country made important studies and 

developed techniques on the conversion of steam into mechanical energy and electricity generation 

with turbine home generators. Larderello in Tuscany was where the first geothermal power plant was 

established. With the borax industry here, the abundance of geothermal resources, and the intensive 

work of scientists in this region, Larderello has become the starting point of modern uses of 

geothermal energy around the world (Pellizzone, 2016). 

In 1827, Francesco Larderel realized the first geothermal energy conversion by boiling a low-

pressure steam boiler with geothermal water. Together with the heat obtained from the geothermal 

source, both the boron mine in the boron-rich water was acquired and the pumps and other machines 

were operated. In this way, the use of wood in the region was avoided and the destruction of forests 

was prevented (Stober & Butcher, 2013). 

In the early 19th century, the Larderello chemical industry was under the direction of Prince Piero 

Ginori Conti. He experimented with geothermal steam as an energy source by generating electricity 

using a reciprocating engine coupled with a 10-kilowatt dynamo. The engine was run with pure steam 

generated in a small heat exchanger fed with wet steam from a well near Larderello (Bartolozzi, Rizzi, 

& Frey, 2017). 

By 1913, a 250 kW power station had been built, supplying power for the Italian electrified railway 

system. The first commercial power plant, called Larderello 1, was designed by Tosi 

Electromechanical Company to operate with fluid pressures of up to three atmospheres. The turbine 
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was driven by pure steam from a heat exchanger supplied with geothermal fluids at 200 to 2500 ºC 

from two wells. With the energy coming from this power plant, all chemical production facilities, 

principal structures, and villages of the region were served, contributing to social benefit. By 1923, 

two 3.5 megawatt turbo alternator units using indirect cycle were installed. In 1923, the first pilot 

turbine was installed in Serrazano, directly fed by natural steam produced from wells with a capacity 

of 23 kilowatts or directly from the (Liao, 2018). 

At the end of 1943, the total installed power in the Boracifer region was 132 MW, of which 107 

MW used indirect cycles. Others were units with a grueling atmosphere or direct cycle. In 1944, the 

Larderello area was directly present in World War II. Larderello power plants were strategically vital 

as they supplied electricity to the entire railway network of central Italy. Withdrawn in the spring of 

1944, not far from Larderello, the army established the Gothic Line that separated the two warring 

factions in Italy at that time. All geothermal power plants and chemical plants in the area were heavily 

bombed and destroyed. Almost all production wells were blasted with charges placed at the base of 

the main gate (Limberger, 2018). 

In the Tuscany region, apart from Larderello, geothermal power plants with a total capacity of 843 

MW are installed in Pisa, Siena, and Grosetto campuses. In addition, the results of the studies carried 

out show that new sources are found thanks to the underground volcanic movements in the South 

Tyrrhenian Sea and some other regions (Armani & Paltrinieri, 2013). 

4.1.2. Geothermal Applications in Turkey 

From the perspective of Turkey, it is seen that there is a very advantageous position in terms of 

geothermal energy. Turkey is located in the Alpine-Himalayan belt and this belt is one of the most 

essential geothermal belts in the world. There is an estimated 37500 MW geothermal potential in 

Turkey (Avcioglu, 2017). 
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YEAR EVENT 

1963 The first borehole was put into operation in Izmir Balcova 

1968 The first drilling work was carried out in Denizli for electricity generation 

1982 Germencik, Aydin geothermal field was discovered 

1983 Turkey's first geothermal heating system with an in-hole heat exchanger in 

Balcova, Izmir was established 

1984 Turkey's first and Europe's second geothermal power plant (after Italy) with a 

20.4 MWe capacity was put into service in Kizildere, Denizli 

1987 The first geothermal facility for heating purposes in Gonen, Balikesir, and 

Kozakli was put into operation 

1996 Balcova, Izmir geothermal heating system center with the primary capacity of 

15000 residences in Turkey was activated 

2001 Turkey's geothermal installed heating power reached 493 MWt 

2009 Aydin-Germencik, Turkey's largest geothermal power plant (47.4 MWe), was 

activated 

Table 13: Historical Development of Geothermal Resource Utilization in Turkey44 

When the usage history of geothermal energy is examined, it is understood that Turkey has made 

a severe development, especially in the 1980s. In the 1980s, Turkey was not merely limited to 

electricity generation but also made serious developments in non-electrical areas. When compared to 

Italy, it is understood that Turkey lagged behind Italy until the 1980s and has shown a severe rise 

since then. The comparison of Italy and Turkey on the use of geothermal resources is examined in 

detail in the following pages, taking into account the numerical data. 

In addition to the historical development of geothermal energy in Italy and Turkey, it is essential 

to discuss the areas in which this resource is used to explain the use of geothermal resources. While 

the use of geothermal energy in baths in Italy dates back to the Roman period, methods such as heating 

systems and heat pumps in areas such as Ferrara are preferred today (Pellizzone, 2014). In Turkey, 

the use of geothermal energy is quite old. Hot springs were used in Anatolian societies during the 

Hittites period. Community in Turkey has given importance to geothermal energy since ancient times 

because domestic tourism, especially hot springs have always been used for both heating and 

health/tourism purposes (Akbulut, 2010). 

 
44 (Arslan, 2013) 
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Considering that one of the crucial benefits of using geothermal energy is the protection of 

ecology, another essential issue arises. As in terms of environmental gains, it is too late to benefit 

from geothermal in Turkey. The abundance of geothermal resources in Turkey can reduce the use of 

fossil fuels such as oil and coal. Similar to the first geothermal applications in Italy, suitable facilities 

to be built in regions with geothermal resources will reduce the use of fossil fuels and provide energy 

savings in industrial facilities as well as in households. Similar to the Larderello example in Italy, 

arranging industrial investments in regions with geothermal resources in a way that will benefit from 

geothermal energy will provide both economic and environmental gains. 

When evaluated in terms of the use of geothermal energy in areas other than thermal springs, it is 

understood that Italy moves much ahead of Turkey. The world's first geothermal power plant was 

established in Italy. It can be stated that with the conversion of geothermal energy, the way for the 

conversion of geothermal energy to electrical energy has been paved. As mentioned before, the first 

research on obtaining electrical energy from geothermal energy was carried out in Larderello, 

Tuscany, in 1904. By 1913, a 250 kW geothermal power plant was established in this region 

(Kutscher, n.d.). 

Again, unlike Turkey, the methods of converting and using geothermal energy in Italy have shown 

rapid development. The above-mentioned power generation facility had a production power of 15 

MW by 2015. Thanks to the deep wells drilled in 1931, the sources with temperatures reaching 200°C 

accelerated the electricity production. During these times, the need for heat exchange systems 

decreased (Stober & Butcher, 2013). 

Turkey showed another breakthrough in the use of geothermal resources in the 2000s. While 

greenhouse heating was 5000 hectares in 2002, it increased to 39310 hectares in 2017, an increase of 

686%. House heating increased from 30,000 houses in 2002 to the equivalent of 114,567 houses in 

2017, an increase of 281%. While the installed power in electricity production was 15 MWe in 2002, 

the installed power increased to 1052 MWe as of November 2017, with an increase of 7000%. The 

apparent heat capacity of the country, on the other hand, increased from 3000 MWt in 2002 to 15.500 

MWt in 2017, and a 416% increase was achieved (Ministry of Energy and Natural Resources of 

Turkey, World and Turkey's Energy and Natural Resources View, 2017). 

These numbers have brought Turkey to an important level in the use of geothermal energy today, 

along with indicating that significant gains have been achieved in Turkey in terms of social benefits. 

It is a fact that people benefit more from the use of geothermal resources instead of fossil fuels in 
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meeting their greenhouse and residential heating needs. With the use of geothermal energy resources, 

it has been ensured that society gains more benefits in both health and environmental issues. In 

accordance with the purpose of the study, it will be useful to compare Turkey and Italy in terms of 

usage levels and usage areas of geothermal resources at this stage. 

4.2. In Terms of Usage Diversity 
There has been a serious increase in geothermal energy production in Turkey, especially in the 

last ten years. Among the main reasons for this are the newly enacted laws, incentive practices, tax 

applications, and the target of 1 GW geothermal power capacity, which is aimed to be achieved in 

2023. In 2015, 225 new geothermal fields where discovered, and 10 new power units were completed. 

Ten new power units contributed 159 MW and the total installed power capacity was increased to 1.3 

GW. In 2015, an increase of 50% was achieved in electricity generation from geothermal resources, 

reaching the level of 3.37 TWh. In 2014, there were 16 geothermal heated zones. The total number of 

heated households was 77543. In other direct use areas, an installed capacity ratio of 2886.3 MWt was 

achieved. The electricity production is at the level of 203 ktoe per year, the direct utilization rate is at 

the level of 1.08 Mtoe per year, the electricity capacity is at the level of 1.3 GW and the direct 

utilization capacity is at the level of 2.89 GW. Almost all of the facilities in Italy are located in the 

Tuscany region. Resources in Italy are mainly used for electricity generation. The electricity 

production is at the level of 509 ktoe per year, the direct utilization rate is at the level of 207 ktoe per 

year, the electricity capacity is at the level of 824 MW and the direct utilization capacity is at the level 

of 1.01 GW (Council, 2019). 

It is a fact that Turkey's use of geothermal energy benefits society also in areas other than electrical 

energy generation, such as heating and tourism. Because the use of geothermal energy in areas such 

as health, greenhouse cultivation, and heating positively affects individuals' living standards and 

provides positive contributions in areas such as employment and the environment. In Italy, on the 

other hand, in terms of social benefit, apart from meeting the electricity needs of the society, it cannot 

be said that the gain is a lot when it comes to the diversity of the use of geothermal resources. The 

figure below compares the geothermal production areas in Turkey and Italy. 
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Figure 26: Intensity of Geothermal Usage Areas in Turkey and Italy (2019)45 

At this point, it is seen that Turkey and Italy have adopted different approaches. While Turkey has 

given importance to the diversity of usage, Italy has focused more on electrical energy. 

Recently, Turkey has started to give importance to the issue of electricity generation from 

geothermal resources. The chart below compares Italy and Turkey in terms of electricity generation 

from geothermal resources. 

 

Figure 27: Electricity Generation from Geothermal Resources in Turkey and Italy (Gigawatt/Hour)46 

 
45 (World Energy Council, 2019) 
46 (World Energy Council, 2019) 
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The graph above shows that Turkey lags far behind Italy in electricity generation from geothermal 

resources. Despite this, it is seen that there has been an increase in electricity production from 

geothermal resources, especially since 2006, and that this increase has accelerated since 2009, and by 

2016 it has approached the electricity production figures of Italy. In addition, while there are no rapid 

increases in electricity generation from geothermal resources in Italy, it is observed that there are swift 

increases in Turkey.  

These data indicate that the interpretation of “Turkey attaches less importance to electricity 

generation than Italy” with respect to the analysis of the data of the use of geothermal resources for 

electricity generation, seen in the previous chart, may be invalid in the future. When all the sources 

used in electricity production are examined, it is seen that there are differences between Turkey and 

Italy. The graphs below visualize the weights of sources used in electricity generation in Italy and 

Turkey: 

 

Figure 28: Share of Resources Used in Electricity Generation in Italy (2018)47 

 
47 (CEIC, 2018) 
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Figure 29: Share of Resources Used in Electricity Generation in Turkey (2018)48 

When the usage rates of geothermal and other resources in electricity production are examined, it 

is understood that natural gas is mainly used as a source of electricity generation in Italy. Coal is 

mainly used in Turkey. While the share of hydropower energy in electricity production is 22% in Italy, 

this rate is 20% in Turkey. While the percentage of wind energy in electricity production is 6% in 

Italy, this rate is 7% in Turkey. The use of geothermal energy has the same weight between the two 

countries. On the other hand, while 7% biomass is used in electricity generation in Italy, biomass is 

not used in electricity generation in Turkey. It may be helpful to examine the use of biomass in terms 

of electricity generation. 

As seen in the figure above, the share of fossil fuels such as coal and natural gas covers more than 

half of the total energy production in Turkey. The allocation of renewable resources such as 

geothermal, solar, and wind in electricity generation is low, and Turkey is dependent on fossil fuels 

for electricity generation. However, the use of coal in heating and industry causes air pollution, which 

leads to an increase in diseases such as respiratory failure, lung cancer, and premature deaths due to 

air pollution. It is only possible to eliminate the adverse effects of using coal in energy production 

with the use of renewable resources. 

It would be beneficial for Turkey to consider an application made by Italy at the point of use of 

geothermal resources. In 2015, the Cornia 2 facility was renovated, and the biomass-fired boiler 

 
48 (TEİAS, 2018) 
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system was integrated. In this way, the steam temperature was increased from 150 °C to about 380 °C 

(Council, 2019). The use of such an application in Turkey may facilitate the improvement of the 

quality of the gains obtained from geothermal resources. 

In Italy, geothermal facilities are primarily focused on the Tuscany region. In Turkey, there are 

different usage areas in different regions. In fact, this situation can be seen as a convenience in terms 

of geothermal in Italy because the formation of production in a single region can enable the operation 

of geothermal enterprises more easily: to exemplify, the work of related sub-industries and 

stakeholders will be more accessible. On the other hand, it is difficult to argue that such an approach 

would be right to be adopted in Turkey. First of all, there are geothermal resources in many different 

places in Turkey. Apart from this, the use of resources located in various locations in areas such as 

heating, and tourism can facilitate people's access to geothermal resources. Situations such as traveling 

too far for tourism, having the opportunity to heat only in greenhouses and residences in certain 

regions may cause fewer people to benefit from geothermal energy in their social lives.  

A problem that arises when the areas of direct use other than electricity generation are examined 

is that it is difficult to find sufficient numerical data on the direct use areas of geothermal energy in 

Italy. When the databases of the World Energy Council, Italian state statistical institutions, OECD, 

and similar institutions are examined, sufficient data could not be reached about the direct use of 

geothermal energy in Italy. The table below presents numerical data on the areas of direct use of 

geothermal energy in Italy in 2014: 

USE INSTALLED CAPACITY (MW) ANNUAL ENERGY 

USE (TJ/year) 

Personal Space Heating 78 606 

Outdoor Heating 79 683 

Cooling - - 

Greenhouse Heating 69 725 

Fish farm 122 1927 

Animal Farm - - 

Agricultural Drying - - 

Industry Heating 18 108 

Snow Melting - - 

Bathing and Swimming 421 3698 

Table 14: Direct Uses of Geothermal Energy in Italy49 

 
49 (Conti, Grassi, Cataldi, & Passaleva, 2015) 
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The table above shows that geothermal energy has not been used at all in the field of agricultural 

drying in Italy as of 2014. Geothermal energy is generally used in fish farms and to meet 

swimming/bathing needs, excluding electrical energy. 

By sectors, the usage intensity of geothermal energy in Italy excluding electricity is visualized as 

follows: 

 

Figure 30: Usage Intensities of Geothermal Energy in Italy by Sectors Excluding Electricity (%)50 

As can be seen in the chart above, geothermal energy in agriculture and industry is used very rarely 

in Italy. Geothermal energy is used primarily for heating thermal springs and indoor areas. The direct 

usage areas of geothermal energy in Turkey are summarized in the table below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
50 (Conti, Grassi, Cataldi, & Passaleva, 2015) 
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Central Heating (City, Residential) 115000 Housing Equivalent 

(1033 MWt) 

Spa Facilities, Thermal Hotels, Heating of Timeshare Facilities 46000 Housing Equivalent 

(420 MWt) 

Greenhouse Heating 4249 Acres (770 MWt) 

Geothermal Heat Pump 42.8 MWt 

Agricultural drying 1.5 MWt 

Total Geothermal Heat Use 2267.3 MWt (252000 

housing equivalent) 

Use of hot springs, thermal facilities, and spas 400 Number (1005 MWt) 

(18.5 million people 

per year) 

Carbon Dioxide Production 240000 Tons/year 

Table 15: Direct Uses of Geothermal Energy in Turkey51 

In terms of direct usage areas, the intensity of use of geothermal energy in Turkey, excluding 

electricity, is visualized as follows: 

 

Figure 31: Usage Intensities of Geothermal Energy in Turkey by Sectors Excluding Electricity 52 

When the graph above is compared with the data about Italy, it is understood that Italy attaches 

more importance to central heating in the use of geothermal resources. When it comes to central indoor 

heating, Italy uses 41% of its current direct geothermal use, while Turkey uses 28%. In terms of 

thermal baths, both countries use 35% of their geothermal resources directly. 

 
51 (Akkus & Alan, 2016) 
52 (Akkus, 2015) 
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When it comes to greenhouse heating, there is a 21% use in the direct use of geothermal energy 

in Turkey. This rate has a low share of 6% in Italy. This shows that Turkey attaches more importance 

to the use of geothermal resources in agriculture.  

Despite the fact that Turkey allocates a more significant share from the existing geothermal 

resources in the greenhouse area, geothermal energy is used at a considerable rate of 17% in Italy in 

the field of fishing. In Turkey, there is no data on this subject, and it would be beneficial to use 

geothermal resources in aquaculture. Many types of fish can be produced efficiently at specific 

temperatures. Moreover, there are geothermal areas in Turkey where aquaculture can be done. The 

use of these geothermal fields, as in Italy, may reveal beneficial results in terms of fisheries in Turkey. 

In this case, projects should be created to support aquaculture in Turkey, as it was done in Italy. 

In addition to giving incentives to the government, investors can be informed about this. This method 

applied in Italy will contribute to people's lives in Turkey. Social benefits will be provided in the areas 

of fish prices, fish variety, employment, and export. On the one hand, increasing export figures and, 

on the other hand, obtaining employment opportunities will have positive effects on the economy. 

4.3. In Terms of Costs 
Before starting this section, it should be noted that it is almost impossible to compare the facilities 

established to benefit from geothermal resources in terms of cost based on countries because the prices 

and dimensions that arise during the establishment and operation of geothermal facilities are affected 

by different variables. Under this heading, the two countries will be compared in terms of some of 

these variables. The factors affecting the costs during the establishment and operation of geothermal 

facilities can be listed as follows: 

• The size of the facility 

• Energy production facility technology 

• Source information 

• The temperature of the source 

• Chemistry of geothermal water 

• Source depth and permeability 

• Environmental policies 

• Tax incentives 

• Market 
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• Financial source alternatives 

• Delay times (Khodzhaev, 2015). 

Considering the above variables, it is understood that the costs incurred in the use of different 

geothermal resources in any country or within the same country will not be compatible with each 

other. On the other hand, some average figures are given in some sources examined. First of all, one 

of the issues that should be mentioned is the initial investment costs and the difference between 

production costs and production costs. Initial investment costs are pretty high in geothermal energy. 

After the source proves itself and the production process starts, there is a meager production cost 

compared to other energy sources. 

When the relevant sources are examined, the cost research study and data carried out in Italy and 

Turkey cannot be reached. When the average values are concerned, the production costs in Europe 

can be summarized as follows: 

• In terms of electricity generation from geothermal resources, total generation costs are around 

5.7 Eurocents for average kWh (e) across Europe.  

• In terms of electricity generation from geothermal resources, total generation costs are at the 

level of 7.7 Eurocents for the highest kWh (e) across Europe.  

• In terms of electricity generation from geothermal resources, capital costs are around 1500-

2000 Euro/kWe for large enterprises (1-5 MWe).  

• In terms of electricity generation from geothermal resources, capital costs are around 2000-

3000 Euro/kWe for small enterprises (400-500 kWe) 

• In terms of production for heating from geothermal sources, initial investment costs are around 

200-1000 Euro/kW(th).  

• In terms of production for heating from geothermal sources, maintenance and operating costs 

are between 2% and 4%.  

• In terms of production for heating from geothermal sources, energy production costs are 

around 0.005-0.035 Euro/kW(th).  

• In terms of general financial parameters, initial investment costs are around 500-2000 

Euro/kW(th).  

• In terms of general financial parameters, maintenance and operating costs are around 0.015-

0.028 Euro/kW(th).  
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• In terms of general financial parameters, energy production costs (including capital 

depreciation at the level of 5 percent for the first 15 years) are around 0.032-0.052 Euro/kW(th) 

(Karytsas, 2009). 

At this stage, some applications carried out in Italy in terms of costs will be evaluated 

comparatively with Turkey. One of the applications implemented in Italy and which, if implemented 

in Turkey, may offer the opportunity to reduce costs is the remote surveillance system in Larderello. 

This system was established to monitor all the facilities in the region from a center. A total of 12 

people work, and the facilities are kept under observation 24/7. They watch all units of the production 

facilities working here in terms of all parameters and perform the necessary analyzes. Some branches 

are closed centrally when needed. In this way, both the management processes of the facilities become 

more manageable and there are significant reductions in costs (Bertani & Romagnoli, 2017). 

From the perspective of Turkey, it can be argued that this system will be beneficial. On the other 

hand, the size of the system needs to be reduced. As mentioned in the previous pages, geothermal 

facilities in Italy are concentrated in certain areas. In Turkey, geothermal resources are used for 

different purposes in different parts of the country. The establishment of more minor observation and 

control centers rather than the inspection of a large number of facilities together may bring positive 

results, especially in terms of cost reduction. 

In Italy in 2015, the first example of multilateral well applications was realized. Two drillings 

were successfully carried out. Thanks to this technology, it is possible to create more than one exit 

point from a single source (Bertani & Romagnoli, 2017). The realization of such an application may 

provide a significant reduction in drilling costs, especially in Turkey. 

The natural result of minimizing costs is the orientation of investors to geothermal resources. One 

of the most critical steps that can be taken to reduce costs is incentives. Several incentives are applied 

to support renewable energies both in Italy and in Turkey. Today, the incentives in Italy are shaped 

by the laws numbered 145/2013 and 91/2014. Incentives according to these laws are as follows: 

• Price support in electricity purchase 

• Tax support according to the production amount of the facility 

• After completing 24 years in facilities producing more than 200 kW, the tariff guarantee 

• After completing 20 years in facilities producing more than 200 kW, the tariff guarantee 

• Exceptional support for businesses with a Green Certificate 
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• Special incentives for plants producing at 1 MW level 

In addition to these incentives, facilities in Italy have to pay 27.5% corporate tax and income 

tax ranging from 3.9% to 4.8%. In addition, there is an obligation to pay the Robin Hood Tax.  

In Turkey, the current incentives are shaped by the 2012 General Investment Incentive 

Regime. According to this regime, these incentives can be summarized as follows: 

• VAT exemption in the purchase and import of necessary equipment 

• Customs duty exemption in the import of required equipment 

• Surcharge exemptions 

• 50 percent tax reduction for 5 years from the establishment of the enterprise at the point of 

contribution to the costs of transmission of electricity 

• Exemption of valuable paper and similar expenses during the establishment phase of the 

enterprise 

• 10-year government purchase guarantee for geothermal energy 

• Non-payment of 85% of the costs of using energy transmission lines for 10 years 

• Extra supports in case the materials used in renewable energies are produced in Turkey 

• 1 MWe or less no operating license is required for the use of renewable energy sources 

Considering the incentives and tax reductions above, it is understood that the incentives in Italy 

focus more on production quantities. In Turkey, incentives have a broader structure. Incentives are 

applied in many subjects, from material procurement to exemptions, from energy transmission costs 

to purchase guarantees.  

In addition, providing additional incentives for enterprises above a certain production amount, as 

in Italy, maybe beneficial, especially for multinational companies to make large-scale investments in 

geothermal energy in Turkey. 
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5. Conclusion and Suggestions 
Energy is the primary commodity for economic and long-term prosperity. The future of humanity 

depends on the sustainable use of energy resources. The excessive use of depletable underground 

resources and increasing climatical problems and concerns reveal renewable energy sources as 

alternative energies. From the standpoint of being approached with sustainability principle to energy, 

renewable energy sources must be integrated into the national interconnection system by forwarding 

movement.  

Energy consumption in the world is generally increasing twofold every decade. From the point of 

Turkey’s energy deficit, there should be more investment of 8% in every year relative to the previous 

year (Ministry of Energy and Natural Resources of Turkey, 2014). Therefore, the burden of energy 

import that increases daily and causes economic loss in Turkey must be decreased.  

At that point, with its renewable feature, one of the most sustainable alternative energy sources is 

geothermal energy, which was the main subject of this thesis. Despite its location in a significant 

geothermal zone, Turkey has not been able to reap the full benefits of geothermal energy until recently. 

It is a crucial energy potential that is preferred in terms of being both low-cost producible and nature 

friendly, hence satisfying the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), such that: 

➢ Energy resources in the world are overly used because they are used unconsciously and 

irresponsibly. It is necessary to develop methods of maximum benefit from minimum 

energy, extend the life of all energy types, and educate societies on this issue. 

➢ The comparative use of alternative sustainable energy sources to energy sources such as 

non-renewable oil, natural gas, and nuclear should be increased. 

➢ The damage of fossil fuels to the environment is apparent. In terms of environmental 

impact, geothermal energy's direct and indirect use is superior to fossil fuels. It does not 

have effects such as the greenhouse effect or acid rain. 

➢ Geothermal energy, which is used in various fields from greenhouse heating to tourism 

and agricultural uses, is a type of energy that does not harm the environment, has a very 

low production cost, and returns its investment quickly. 

➢ Geothermal energy, which has an enormous resource potential, is not sufficiently utilized 

in Turkey. However, in recent years, various projects have been being developed on the 

resources, the importance of which has begun to be understood. 
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➢ State-supported investments in geothermal energy are required in Turkey. With the right 

policies regarding geothermal energy, its use will increase considerably. 

When the data obtained during the study process is examined, one of the most important outcomes 

is that Turkey has not sufficiently benefited from geothermal resources until recent times, as was 

mentioned before. This situation should be evaluated as an important factor for Turkey because, with 

the use of geothermal energy resources, it is possible to have an inexhaustible energy source. An 

immaculate type of energy with low adverse effects on the environment is used, foreign dependency 

is reduced and the way to obtain energy from own assets is opened and an important heating source 

is obtained.  

Compared to the rest of the world, Turkey is in an excellent position in terms of geothermal 

resources. However, when the potential it has and the developments seen in recent years are taken into 

consideration, it is seen that it can reach a much better point in terms of the use of geothermal energies 

in the world in the coming years. Compared to Italy, although the first applications in Italy date back 

to about half a century before Turkey when the numerical data about the two countries are examined 

today, it is understood that Turkey has shown a similarly rapid rise.  

Another important result when the two countries are compared is that Turkey has more diversity 

in geothermal energy usage areas. Electricity production is mainly focused on in Italy. In Turkey, the 

use of geothermal energy in tourism, agriculture, and similar fields is high. Naturally, in terms of 

social benefits, it can be thought that the use of geothermal energy in different areas offers more 

benefits to society. In Italy, on the other hand, geothermal resources provide gains in terms of 

electricity generation for community. 

As a result of its historical background, it is thought that it would be appropriate to transfer some 

practices seen in Italy to Turkey. First of all, although the data obtained in Italy are used in the fishing 

area of geothermal resources, such a practice either does not exist in Turkey or is at a superficial level. 

The most apparent difference between the two countries in terms of cost is in the incentives. Italy 

and Turkey have different approaches in their incentive systems for the use of geothermal resources. 

While more emphasis was placed on electricity generation and large companies in Italy, various 

incentive supports were created in different fields and smaller-scale investments in addition to 

electricity generation in Turkey. 
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As a result, geothermal energy is an energy that can compete with other energy sources. Since 

Turkey is a country that provides a lot of energy from abroad and energy is a factor that shows the 

development levels of societies, it is inevitable for Turkey, which is among the first 7 countries in the 

world based on geothermal resources, to develop and make a breakthrough in energy if it uses the 

resources it has with the right policy. It was illustrated how Turkey could use its enormous geothermal 

potential more effectively by exemplifying other countries, such as Italy, as a model for amending and 

encouraging the best uses. 

For a healthy environment and a healthy society, benefiting from geothermal energy in all its 

dimensions as a clean energy source and strengthening the existing structure with rational planning 

studies should be one of the priority programs of planning professional disciplines in Turkey. 
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